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ABSTRACT

If the potver is solely for transmission from remote generating stations

to the load centres, by adopting HVDC unit connection schemes, consider-

able savings can be achieved at the sending end terminal. A methodology

has been developed to operate hydroturbine under variable speed opera-

tion to maximize the efficiency under variable loading and water head con-

ditions. A six phase generator is modeled in d-q-o coordinates and har-

nnonic currents flowing in the stator and the rotor windings are computed

by simulating the generator directly connected to a l2-pulse converter.

A 500 MW unit connection scheme has been simulated in time domain

using EMTDC program. The recovery of the system for different faults

have been studied. Also generator derating factors for ó0 Hz and 70 Hz

operations have been evaluated. It has been found that a generator

designed for 60 Hz operation at 0.85 pf has to be derated to 863Vo to

operate at 70 Hz operation with l2-pulse converter load.

A small signal model of a generator with diode bridge rectifier is

developed to study the controller response in order to control the dc vol-

tage through generator field voltage. A 500 Ìvfw, 250 kV diode rectifier

scheme has been simulated in time domain and it was found that the total

recovery time from a dc line fault is about 3.0 s.

Economic evaluation of a 10X100 MW hydro power station and a 1000

MW nuclear power station has been performed based on the available data

and it was found that by adopting unit connection schemes C$ 50x 106 can

be saved for hydrostation and C$ Z) x 106 for back-to-back and C$ 13 x 10ó

for point-to-point schemes for nuclear stations with six phase generators.

In conclusion, unit connection schemes can emerge as viable economi-

cal alternatives to conventional HVDC current collector schemes.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Electrical energy consumption continues to increase all over the

world. Gradually, the enefgy resoufces near load centres are being

exhausted" Consequently there is greater emphasis on developing remote

hydro stations, mine mouth thermal stations and super nuclear stations far

removed from the populated areas for fear of health hazards. Development

of remote power stations require provision of appropriate electric power

transmission capacity. In this regard EHV ac and HVDC transmission sys-

tems have lately attracted the attention of power system planners and

designers.

There are several situations where HVDC transnnission is justified over

EHV ac transmission on the basis of economy and technical advantages.

Some important advantages of the application of HVDC transmission are:

1. Fast controllability and power reversal capacity.

2. Asynchronous couPling of sending end and receiving end ac systems.

3. Lower transmission line cost and lower transmission line losses.

4. Smaller right-of-way requirements.
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5. No line compensatio:r is required.

Some of the situations where HVDC is found to be more attractive

are as follows:

(1) Transmission of bulk power over long distances

To transmit bulk powef generated from remote hydro stations, or

from remote mine mouth thermal stations, of from remotely located

nuclear stations to load centers, where long distances afe involved, HVDC

transmission is more economical alternative.

The following are some of the examples of such schemes:

(a) Remote Hydro Statíons :

(Ð Nelson River scheme in Manitoba, canada, for 1600 Mw, + 450

kV, and 2000 Mw, + 500 kV, transmitted over 895 km'

(iÐ cobora Bassa - Appolo scheme in zaite, Africa, for 1920 MW, t

533 kV, over 1414 km.

(b) Mine mouth Thermal Støtions :

(i) Ekibastuz Centre Plant in USSR, with ultimate capacity of 6000

MW, + 750 kV, over 2500 km.

(2) Connecting two large ac systems of different frequencies:

power can be interchanged between two large ac systems operating at

different frequencies only by connecting these two systems through asyn-

chronous HVDC interconnection. For example, between Shin and Shinano

in Japan,300 Mw, + 125 kv, HVDC tie is in operation'
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(3) Cables crossing bodies of water:

Due to the requifement of large charging current, Power transfer

capability of ac cables depends upon the distance involved. Where as, in

the case of dc cables no charging current is required and hence power can

be transferred for long distances. For example, Cross Channel I and II

between Great Britain and France with 160 MW, + 100 kV and 2000 MW,

+ 270 kV are in operation.

In HVDC transmission considerable saving is made in the cost of

transmission lines for a given Power as compared to ac lines. The HVDC

schemes however require additional investment at the converting stations.

It is when the savings from the transmission exceed the added expenditure

at the converters that the HVDC schemes become economically justifiable.

In situations where cables are required ( water crossings ) the savings in

transmission cost in the case of dc as compared to ac are larger"

In situations where the HVDC starts from a generating station, it is

possible to reduce the generating station-switch yard- HVDC rectifier sta-

tion cost further by utilizing the unit connection of generators with HVDC

converters" By doing so the ac switch yard can be almost totally eliminated

and several components such as ac filters, generator circuit breakers and at

least one level of transformers can be eliminated. In addition, by virtue of

direct connection of generators with converters restrictions of fixed Power

frequency generation and fixed speed operation of turbines can be

sacrificed which result in further savings.
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This thesis examines various aspects of unit connection of HVDC con-

verters with va¡iable frequency geneqators driven by variable speed tur-

bines.

t.Z Problem definition

Modern power systems are standardized to operate at 50 Hz or 60 Hz.

Standardization of operating frequency imposes speed restrictions on tur-

bines and generators which once designed must operate under very tight

speed tolerances. Because of turbine characteristics and number of pairs of

poles in turbogenerators, all steam turbines operate at 1500/18C0 or

3000i3600 rpm for 50i60 Hz generation. Hydro turbines on the other hand

operate in the wider range of lower but fixed speeds.

In a conventional scheme, usually called current collector scheme, all

generators of a station and those from nearby stations are connected to a

common ac bus" The HVDC transmission system which is separately optim-

ized for current and voltage levels is then connected to this collector bus.

The collector bus operates almost like an ideal voltage source by connect-

ing to it appropriate tuned ac filters and where necessary a separate con-

trollable reactive power source.

Fig. (1.1) shows the essential components of a current collector FIVDC

transmission scheme. The sending end converter station comprises typically

one or two twelve pulse valve groups per pole (C), converter transformer

(TC) between the collector ac bus and converters. Tuned ac filters are

installed on the ac bus to absorb harmonic currents generated by the con-

verters. At the fundamental power frequency the filters also supply a part

of the reactive power required for the the converters. Each generator (G)
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driven by a turbine (T) is connected to a common current collector ac bus

through a generator breaker (B) and the generator transformer (TG).

Additional controllable reactive power sources if required can be con-

nected to the common ac bus ( not shown in the Fig. (1.1) as they are not

normally required ).

If the power generated at the generating station is exclusively for

transmission to a remote load centre, considerable simplification can be

achieved at the sending end by íntergrating generating and convertiug sta-

tions. The connection of each turbine and generator to l2-pulse converters

is called o Unit Connection of Generator to Converters n. The main aim of

this thesis is to investigate the application of unit connection schemes for

HVDC transmission.

Fig. (12) shows the essential elements of the unit connection of gen-

erator to convefters. The Senerator (G) driven by a turbine (T) is con-

nected to a t}-pulse converter (C) through converter transformers (TC).

Considerable simplification at the sendíng end station is achieved try

dispensing ac filters, ac switch yard and associated protection equipment,

generator transformer and generator breakers. Converters can be located

in the proximity of the generator, in which case terminal faults on the ac

side of the generator can be minimized. Since each generator in the sta-

tion is separately connected to converters, operation of turbines and gen-

erators at fixed speed/frequency may not be meaningful. Tight speed res-

trictions on the part of the turbine-governor can be relaxed" Turbines can

be operated under variable speeds or at higher base speeds for economic

advantages. For example, in the case of a hydro po\¡¡er station where varia-

tions in water head and load normally occur during the year, operating tur-

bines under fixed speeds dictated by the system frequency results in loss of

turbine efficiency. If the system frequency is not a criteria, where station
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auxiliaries are to be fed from a separate power source, there is a possibility

of operating turbine under variable speeds to obtain maximum efficiency

depending upon the available water head and load demand.

In the case of thermal or nuclear power stations turbines and genera-

tors can be designed at higher base speed operation to minimize the capital

cost. Moreover it is not necessary to restrict to conventional three phase

generators. Multiphase generators can be designed with compact sizes at

improved efficiencies. Diode rectifiers converters can be employed instead

of thyristor converters for further savings. But due to the lack of eontrol-

lability of the diode rectifiers, the applicability of these schemes need

further investigation.

All those promising features of unit connection schemes mentioned

above need detailed investigation. Most of the important features of unit

connection schemes ate analyzed in this thesis.

1.3 Primary objective

To conduct a systematic study of the technical aspects of the perfor-

mance of turbine-generator-converter unit connection schemes. As well to

conduct a preliminary economic viability of unit connection schemes"

1.5 Scope of the thesis

This thesis covers broadly the following important aspects :
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(1) At first, pros and cons of unit connection schemes are broadly

identified on the basis of technical, economical and reliability asPects.

A systems approach is used to select possible configurations of unit

connection schemes for hydro, thermal and nuclear power stations for

detailed study I Chapter II ].

(2) A methodology has been developed to operate hydraulic turbines

under variable speeds depending upon the available water head and

loading conditions to maximize the turbine efficiency I Chapter III ].

(3) The application of multiphase generators for unit connection schemes

is studied. It is found that for larger sizes, six phase generators have

technical and economical advantages as compared to three phase gen-

erators.

The air gap mmf of a six phase generator connected to a l2-pulse con-

verter is analyzed for Y-Y and Y- A windings configurations taking

real distribution of armature windings. It is found that Y-Y windings

configuration with 30o space displacement between winding sçts

resulted in less mmf harmonics as compared to that of Y- A windings

configuration I Chapter IV ].

(4) A six phase generator is modelled in d-q-o co-ordinates and simulated

in time domain to study the steady state and dynamic behaviour of a

2X588 MW generator directly connected to a l2-pulse converter. The

effective commutation reactance of the generator directly connected

to a l2-pulse converter is evaluated based on the simulation results.
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Harmonic currents flowing in the stator and the rotor circuits are com-

puted to evaluate additional losses and the derating factor of the generator

[Chapter V].

(5) The effect of variable frequency operation of the generator is studied

with respect to the commutation reactance, overlap angle, power fac-

tor and reactive power requirements I Chapter V ].

(6) Interface of generators to converters is studied for a 10X100 MW and

8X125 MW hydro pou'er stations taking into account all possible load-

ing conditions and contíngencies to evaluate number of converters and

converter transformers and their ratings on the rectifier and the

inverter ends. A 1000 MW nuclear station with single generator is

analyzed for the above I Chapter V ].

(7) A 500 MW, 250 kV unit connection scheme is simulated in time

domain using Electromagnetic Transient Program ( EMTDC ) to study

the dynamic behaviour of the system for different fault conditions for

60 Hz and 70 Hz operation.

Harmonic currents flowing in a t20 MVA, 3-phase generator con-

nected to a l2-pulse converter are computed to evaluate additional

losses and thereby derating factor of the generator for 60 Hz and 70

Hz operation I Chapter V ].
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(B) A small signal model of the generator connected to a l2-pulse diode

bridge rectifier is developed based on Park's equations to study the dc

voltage control at the rectifier terminal through generator field excita-

tion. A voltage regulator is designed with lead compensation using

root locus technique for optimum performance of the system.

A 500 MW, 250 kV, unit connection scheme with diode rectifiers is

simulated in time domain using EMTDC program to study the

recovery of the system for dc line fault. In this case current control is

modelled at the inverter end and voltage control by means of genera-

tor excitation I Chapter V ].

(9) A rypical 10X100 MW hydro station and a 1000 MW nuclear station is

analyzed for economic evaluation I Chapter VI ].

1.5 State-of-the-art of unit connection schemes

The concept of the unit connection of generators to HVDC converters

was conceived in 1973 by Kauferle, J. [U and subsequently many authors

[2,3,41discussed the economical and technical advantages of unit connec-

tion schemes as compared to the conventional current collector schemes"

Hausler, M. and Kanngiesser, K.V/. [3] studied these schemes with thyristor

and also to some extent with diode rectifiers with conventional three phase

generators operating at fixed Powef frequency. Even though Kanngiesser

[4] indicated that hydro turbines can be operated under variable speeds ( in

order to maximize the turbine efficiency ) no detailed stuciy has yet been

reported. Krishnayya [5] has evaluated additional losses in the generator
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due to harmonic currents when fed with six and twelve pulse con-

verter loads and evaluated the equivalent negative sequence loading of

the generator due to the above loads based on the stator harmonic

currents for pos'er frequency operation. Bajwa and Mathur t6l

showed that a conventionally designed three phase generator with lÙVo

negative sequence loading capability has to be derated to 86Vo when

feeding 6- pulse converter load; whereas no derating is necessary with

l2-pulse converter load. All these studies have been conducted at

fixed power frequency operation of generators.

Dynamic analysis of the isolated generator connected to HVDC con-

verters has been reported by Arrilag?, J., et al. with and without ac filters

connected to the generator bus [7]. El,-Serafi, AM. and Sheheta, S.A" alsc

modelled a three phase generator in direct phase quantities and studied the

effect of harmonic currents on the generator performance connected to a

6-pulse converter with and without ac filters [8]. No attempt has been made

in evaluating additional losses in the generator.

Diode rectifier schemes are also proposed by Bowles, J.P. for their cost

effectiveness [9]. But, due to the lack of controllability of diodes on the

rectifier side, dc circuit breaker has been proposed in the dc line to protect

against the dc line faults. This proposition may nullify the savings attain-

able in choosing diodes instead of thysistors. However, these schemes may

be economical for multiterminal schemes where the role of dc circuit

breaker can be justifiable. These diode rectifier schemes may be attractive

for dc taps to feed power to the nearby existing dc line [10]. Machida et. al

[11] studied the protection and control aspects of diode rectifier schemes

for HVDC transmission. However these studies were conducted with ac

filters on the generator bus. It has been found that a large change in the

current reference on the inverter side to meet the power demand causes
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undesirable disturbances in the generator frequency and the terminal vol-

tage. These devíations are minimized by means of co-ordinated Power con-

trol of the generator and the dc system. A method has been proposed to

bring down the dc current in the dc line to zero at a faster rate after dc

line fault by switching a resistor in series with dc line and at the same time

bypassing the smoothing inductor. Even though this proposal works well

for smaller capacity systems, while in the case of bulk power transmission

the cost and cooling arrangements for the switching resistor and the associ-

ated thyristors has to be worked out. In the case of unit connection

schemes, where ac filters are removed from the generator bus, the voltage

and the frequency fluctuations may not pose any serious problems.

It has been reported in the literature that one hydro Power station in

USSR is being operated under variable speed operation for maximizing the

turbine efficiency [14]. It has also been reported that the performance

improvement in terms of plant output by adopting variable speed operation

of turbines is about SVo. Advantage of variable speecl operation of

hydraulic turbines has been reported recently by Sheldon [16] The

efficiency was calculated by varying parameters such as head, load, specific

speed etc. one at a time. But, in actual praetice all these parameters may

vary simultaneously and hence it may be required to consider all the vari-

ables simultaneously for the efficiency evaluation.

Richert et al. [17] studied the unit connection scheme with a six phase

generator directly connected to a l2-pulse converter. It is mentioned that

steam turbines can be designed for higher base speed operation to reduce

the cost by about 30Vo. The dynamic analysis showed that stability of a sys-

tem with six phase generator connected to a l2-pulse converter improved

considerably as compared to the three phase generator of the same capacity

directly connected to the ac system. Even though the cost of the converter
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fed system is higher than that of a normal one, these schemes are recom-

mended where system stability is the major criterion. It is also mentioned

that generator windings required higher insulation since the generator is

directly connected to the converters. However the technical and economi-

cal advantages of six phase generators have not been mentioned. It has

been reported that six phase generators can improve system stability as

compared to three phase generators [18]. Successful operation of an iso-

lated generator connected to HVDC converters has been reported by Last,

F.H., et al. [43].

Most of the available literature gives the general idea of unit connec-

tion schemes and their relative advantages as compared to the conventional

current collector schemes. This thesis bridges some of the technical gaps

existing in the literature and analyzes the important aspects of the unit

connection scheme for their applicability for HVDC transmission'
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CHAPTER II

CONFIGURATIONS FON UNIT CONNECTION SCHEMES

2"L Introduction

Unit connection configuration of generators and HVDC converters

offers several advantages. At the same time it suffers from many draw

backs. In order to justify a serious systematic analysis, a preliminary inves-

tigation describing the potential advantages and disadvantages of unit con-

nected schemes is undertaken. Advantages and disadvantages are identified

on the basis of technical, economical and reliability aspects. Having found

that there are many advantages which may outweigh the disadvantages pos-

sible configurations of unit connected schemes are listed. In order to carry

out detailed investigation of unit connection schemes, from the possible

configurations, a number of candidate configurations are selected. The

selected configurations correspond to a nuclear Power station having large

size generators and a hydro power station comprising a large number of

smaller size generators. A typical thermal station would lie in between the

range of hydro and nuclear stations. It is presumed that appropriate con-

clusions can be extended from those drawn from hydro and nuclear sta-

tions. Such procedure is important from the point of view of the limitation

on tíme imposed by the Ph.D work.
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22 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of unit connection

schemes

In order to discuss briefly the advantages and disadvantages of unit

connection schemes, each salient difference from the conventional scheme

is taken up, one by one, and discussed below.

Description : (I) Removal of ac filters

Advantages:

(1) Saving in the capital cost.

(2) Elimination of system resonance problems at non characteristic har-

monics.

(3) Reduced risk of self excitation of generators.

(4) Capitalized savings of filter losses.

Disad tases:

(1) Harmonic currents flow into the generators lead to increase in losses

and ac voltage waveform distortion.

(2) Generators have to be designed to meet additional reactive power

demand.

(3) Commutation reactance may increase which may lead to increase in

the voltage stresses on the valves.

(4) Distortion in the ac voltage waveform at the converter bus may lead to

added complexity to the converter controls.
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Description : (2) Removal of generator breakers

Adv

(1) Savings in the capital cost.

Disadvantages:

(1) No protection for the generator or converter terminal faults.

Description : (3) Removal of generator tansformer and combining

the dutíes of the generator and converter trønsf ormers into one

Advantaqes:

(1) Savings in the capital cost"

(2) A three phase generator can still be used for l2-pulse operation of

converters.

(3) Possibility of eliminating on-load tap changer if the generator excita-

tion can provide the required voltage control.

(4) High availability of the system because of less number of transformers.

(5) Capitalized savings in transformer losses.

Descriptíon : (4) Totøl elimínatíon of trønsf ormers

Advantages:

(1) Further savings in capital costs.

(2) Greater savings in capitalized transformer losses.
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(3) If the size of the generator is above 1000 M\ry, six phase generators

can be economícally designed for l2-pulse operation.

Disadvantages

(1) Requirement of higher voltages on the generators"

(2) Low voltage and high current operation of converters may necessitate

paralleling of thyristors and converters.

(3) In the case of generators directly connected to the converters, genera-

tor windings have to be designed for higher voltages.

(4) Generator neutrals are subjected to the dc potential. Protection

against internal faults may require special consideration.

Description : (5) Generators for unit connection schemes

Advantaqes

(1) Flexibility in choosing higher base speed of operation which may

reduce the cost of the generators.

(2) Possibility of variable speed operation.

(3) Reduction in the cost and increase in the efficiency.

Disadvantases:

(1) Special design requirements may be necessary to avoid mechanical

resonance under variable speed operation and higher base speed

operation.

Description : (6) Turbines f or unit connectíon schemes
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Advan taees

(1) Flexibility in choosing in higher base speeds.

(2) Possibility of variable speed operation.

(3) Possible reduction in the cost and increase in the efficiency.

Disadvantages:

(l) Special design requirements may be necessary to avoid mechanical

resonance under variable speed operation.

Description : (7) Converters for unit connection schemes

Advantages:

(1) Possibility of using diode bridge rectifiers for savings in converters

cost

(2) Fast telecommunication link can be eliminated for further savings.

(3) Possibility of eliminating the generator circuit breaker with thyristor

converters

Disadvantages:

(1) No protection against dc line faults and hence require dc or ac circuit

breakers for protection.

(2) For hydrostation multiplicity of converters and controls may be

required.

Description : (8) Støtíon auxiliaries
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Disadvantaqe

(1) A separate pou,er source may be required to feed station auxiliaries,

but this may not be different from a conventional requirement.

Descriptíon : (9) Substøtíon elimination

Advantage

(1) Savings in the capital cost.

23 Selection of candidate configurations

In order to arrive at suitable configurations for unit connection

schemes, the following situations are examined.

(1) Nuclear power station with typical generator size of 1000 MW v¿hich

can justify a bipole.

(2) A hydro power station typically 10 units each of 100 MW.

The above situation can exists for:

(.) Point-to-point scheme ( for long distance transmission ) or;

(b) back-to back HVDC interconnection with ac transmission / distribu-

tion.

From the above, four distinct possibilities emerge. These are combination

of (1) or (2) with (a) or (b). These schemes are as follows :
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(Ð Nuclear station with point-to-point dc transmission.

(ii) Nuclear station with back-to-back dc link.

(iii) Hydro station with point-to-point dc transmission.

(iv) Hydro station with back-to-back dc link.

The candidate schemes for the above four are presented here. The only

other situation which warrants additional inclusion is that of a thermal sta-

tion which may have several units each of approximately 500 MW capacity.

It is believed that the basic discussion of hydro station will apply here too,

except economic considerations which must be dealt with separately.

2.4 Candidate configurations for nuclear power stations

Figs. (2.1a) to (2.1d) show the possible configurations of 1000 MW

nuclear station with three phase generator. In order to optimally use the

current ratings of thyristors and also to minimize the line losses in the case

of the point-to-point schemes, it is necessary to use significant dc voltage.

For example, for 2000 A dc current, t 250 kV dc system voltage is

required. This is beyond the limit of the maximum voltage obtainable fronn

the generators. Moreover to minimize the characteristic harmonics flowing

into the generator, higher pulse operation of the converters is necessary.

Hence, converter transformers are mandatory for point-to-point transmis-

sion schemes. One three-winding transformer ( Figs" 2.1a and 2.1b ) con-

nected to a l2-pulse bridge, of two two-winding transformers ( Figs. 2.1c

and 2.1d ), each connected to a 6-pulse converter bridge can be used for

12- pulse operation of converters. In the event of the failure of one
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Fig. 2.1c : 1000 Mrvt/ bipolar traasmission scheme for nuclear

Power station with a three phase generator and

three-winding transformers.

E

Fig. 2.ld : 1000 MW bipolar back-to-back scherne for nuclear
power station with a three phase generator and

lwo-windin g transf ormers.
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converter, it results in SOVo outage of the total capacity in all the cases. In

the case of Fig. (2.1c) and (2.1d), two three phase two-winding transformçrs

are used to connçct to 6-pulse converters connected in series for l2-pulse

operation. In this case the spare capacity of the transformer is less than

that of the three-windings transformer of Figs. (2.1a) and (2.1b). Moreover

there may be transportation límitations in manufacturing single 500 MW

three-winding transformer. However this limitation can be over come by

using three single phase three-winding transformers which may result in

more number of transformers.

Figs. (2.2a\ to (22g) show the 1000 MW nuclear station configuration

with six phase generator for point-to-point and back-to-back schemes. In

the case of Fig. (22a) two sets of generator windings are connected to two

6- pulse converters through two two-winding transformers for l2-pulse

operation. In this case ( 6k t 1 ) harmonic currents flow into the stator

windings as compared to ( tZt* I ) harmonic currents in the case of Figs.

(Z.Zb) to (2.2f). Failure of a converter or a converter transformer in the

above case results in the outage of the total power. But, the number of

conveftef transformers and converters are less in this case.

In the case of Figs. (2.2b) and (2.2c\, if one converter bridge is out of

service, paralleling of the generator windings are possible. About 75Vo af.

the power can be transmitted by paralleling the generator windings if con-

verters are rated lor 25% excess capacity. In the case of Fig" (2.2b) spare

capacity of the transformer is reduced as compared to Fig. (2.2c), but the

number of transformers are more which may lead to increase in the cost.

Figs. (2.2d) to (2.2f) are shown with bipolar arrangement. In these cases, if

two six pulse converters connected to transformers of the same windings

configuration one in each pole is out of service, each pole can be operated

at 50Vo of is capacity, since l2-pulse operation possible. In the case of
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Fig.22Å : 1000 MW bipolar transmission scheme for nuclear
power station with six phase generator and two-
winding transformers.
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Fig- 221 : 1000 Mtff biporar transmission scheme for nucrear
power station with a six phase generator and
three-windings transformers.

Fig.22g: 1000 MW back-to-back scheme for nucrear power
station with a six phase generator without
converter transformers.
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outage of a converter or a pole paralleling of generator windings are possi-

ble. In the case of Fig. (2.2f), in the event a of dc line fault on one Pole,

paralleling of generator windings and also paralleling of converters are pos-

sible to transmit about 75Vo of. the total Power if the converters are

designed lor 25Vo excess capacity. Paralleling of generator windings reduces

the harmonic currents enteríng into the generator, since each set of arma-

ture windings carry (lZf + 1 ) harmonics. The magnitudes of 12k harmonic

currents induced in the rotor circuits are less due to 300 space displace-

ment between the winding sets.

Fíg. (2.2g) shows the back-to-back scheme without transformers, where

considerable savings can be achieved in the capital cost. But, the generator

windings are to be designed for higher voltages as these are subjected to

the dc potential. The generator neutrals are also subjected to dc potential

hence require special protection schemes for detecting internal faults of

the generator.

25 Candidate configurations for hydro power stations

Variety of combinations arise in this case. Connection of a single 100

MW generatof to a 6-pulse or a l2-pulse appeafs to be possible. Due to the

limitations of harmonic currents entering into the generator, only l2-pulse

connection is considered. If it is a point-to-point scheme, it becomes

apparent that the dc transmission voltage must be built up by series con-

nection of converter bridges. Series connection of bridges introduces a dc

voltage bias to the generator windings. It being highest for the generator

farthest from the ground end. It is seen to be impracticable design restraint

on the generatof from the view point of slot insulation. Hence total
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elimination of transformers are not considered any further.

Fig (23a) shows the bipolar arrangement of the unit connection of

10X100 MW generator, each one connected asynchronously to a l2-pulse

converter through a three-winding converter transformer. The converters

are connected in series to obtain the desired high dc voltage. Considerable

operating flexibility can be achieved by connecting units in series which

will be discussed in the Chapter V. Since the size of each unit is 100 MW

selection of three-winding transformer is the best choice for minimizing

the capital cost as compared to two two-winding transformers. Since each

unit requires one transformer, the total number of the transformers in the

station increases, which may result in higher cost, but the spare capacity of

the transformer is reduced, In the event of the fault on the generator,

complete unit has to be isolated by blocking and bypassing the converter.

Hence, the generator breaker can be replaced by an isolator which may

result in saving in the cost. When more than one unit is taken out of ser-

vice, the dc voltage at the sending end decreases. Since the link operates

under constant current mode, the line losses afe constant at full load value.

Therefore the transmission efficiency will decrease under this condition.

Normally hydrostation is operated under light loads in the night time. For

example, in the case of a 10X100 MW Longspruce generating station on the

Nelson River, in Canada, only 4 units are in operation for a period of 9

hours. Under this situation if ó units out of 10 are taken out of service,

the transmission efficiency decreases. In order to improve the overall

efficiency of the system, all units are operated under partial load condition

in which case transmission efficiency can increase. The efficiency of the

turbine can be improved by adopting variable speed operation. Since the

generator efficiency would not change much from l05Vo load to 25Vo load,

the overall efficiency of the system can be improved'
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In Fig. (23b) total number of transformers are reduced as compared to

Fig. (23a). Out of five generators per pole, three generator are connected

to a common bus, therefrom to a l2-pulse converter through a single

three-winding transformer. Other two generators are grouped to a second

bus and then connected to another l2-pulse converter through three-

winding transformer. These two buses can be interconnected through an

isolator for flexibility of operation. If each bridge is rateil to 60Vo of a pole

capacity, then in the event of failure of one bridge, or a transformer on a

pole, 60Vo power can be transmitted. Savings in the cost of the transform-

ers is more than that of Fig. (23a). The generator circuit breaker capacity

is more in the case of a group scheme with three generators than that of a

scheme with two generators. If the fault occur on the ac bus of a three

generator group scheme, only 4OVo power can be transmitted on that pole.

Whereas if the fault occurs on the ac bus of two generators group scheme,

60Vo power on the pole can be transmitted.

Fig. (2.3c) is similar to a conventional arrangement except that ac

filters are removed from the common ac bus. It has the same flexibility of

operation of schemes as shown in Figs. (23a) and (23b). In the event of a

fault on the ac bus, the total system has to be shut down. The capacity of

the generator breaker is more than that of the previous group scheme.

The above configurations can also be used for back-to-back schemes. Fig.

(23d) shows one of the back-to-back schemes. In this case, grouPs of three

and two generators are connected to separate ac buses, therefrom to a 12-

pulse converter. If each converter is rated to the capacity of three genera-

tors, then interconnection of generators is possible from one group to

another, should there be an outage of a bridge or a generator in a particu-

lar group. This arrangement can facilitate to transmit maximum possible

power in the case of contingencies.
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Fig.2k,: 10X100 MW bipolar transmission scheme for hydrc

power station with five three phase generators per
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Fig.23d : 10X100 MW back-to-back scheme for hydro power

station with groups of three phase generator per unit.
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2.6 Summary:

Pros and cons of unit connected schemes are identified on the basis of

technical, economical and reliability aspects. Possible candidate

configurations for nuclear and hydro power stations are shown for point-

to-point and back-to-back schemes and their merits and demerits are dis-

cussed. Configurations with six phase generators for nuclear Power stations

are also shown and their merits and demerits based on technical, economi-

cal and operational aspects are discussed.
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CHAPTER III

P E RF ORM AI,I C E EV ALU AT I ON O F HY D RAU LI C T U RBI N E S

3.1 Introduction

In hydro po\Per stations, turbines are designed to oPefate at maximum

efficiency under full load condition with nominal water head at the nomi-

nal speed which is selected based on the hydraulic conditions. Sophisti-

cated turbine governor controls are used to keep the frequency fluctuations

within the tolerable limits. In hydro power stations seasonal water flow

variations cause devíation in operating head. If the turbine oPerates at a

fixed speed when the head or the load deviates from the nominal value, its

efficiency decreases. This disadvantage can be over come by operating the

turbine at an optimum speed for a given water head and load. This may

not be possible in the case of a conventional HVDC scheme, where all the

generators generate a fixed Po\ter frequency and are connected to a com-

mon ac bus, to which HVDC converters and station auxiliaries are con-

nected"

If instead, a unit connection scheme is employed, each generator or a

group of generators in a unit can be operated at an independent frequency.

If the common power frequency is not to be maintained and as the station

auxiliaries are supplied by another source, hydro turbines can be operated

under variable speeds to maximíze the efficiency. This is a promising appli-

cation of unit connection for a remote generating station from where the

power is transmitted to the load centre through a HVDC link.
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It has been reported that Toktogulsk HES Power Plant in USSR is

being operated under variable speed operation and transmitting power

through HVDC link [1a]. LJl.Sheldon [16J showed the improvement in the

efficiency of a hydraulic turbine from a prototype model, under different

water head conditions by keeping constant discharge, constant peripheral

speed coefficient and also constant power. But, in a real situation, both

water head and load may vary simultaneously. In this chapter, the perfor-

mance of hydraulic turbines is analyzed under fixed speed and variable

speed operation fo¡ different loading conditions with corresponding water

head to evaluate the efficiency benefits due to variable speed operation. A

1000 MW hydro pos'er station which is typical for Manitoba Hydro's Nel-

son River Scheme, is used as a sample system to quantize the efficiency

benefits occurring from variable speed operation.

3.2 Parameters governing the operation of hydraulic turbines

In this section, some of the important parameters governing the opera-

tion of hydraulic turbines are discussed. One of such parameters is the

specific speed. It is the common basis for comparison between the runners

of different type and different characteristics. It is defined as the number

of revolutions per minute at which a given runner will revolve if it were

reduced in proportion such that it would develop t hp under 1 foot head

[15]. Since the most of the data pertaining to hydraulic turbines are in

British System, the same is adopted in this chapter. Since N a Hü and

P q. H3þ , the specific speed of any runner operating under head Fi is

given by ( as shown in Appendix I )

Prt2N
3

(3.1)N
IJs/q
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The output power ( hp ) of the turbine is given by

P
H.Q o.î (3.2)

550

Where

rt = Overall efficiency.

= Density of water, lbft3.

Most of the hydro turbines are generally designed to operate at the

highest possible efficiency at full load and at nominal water head" The

operating speed, N (tp-) of the turbine is chosen to maximize the

efficiency based on the water head, by choosing maximum possible specific

speed without causing cavitation. Then, the poles of the synchronous gen-

erator are selected from (33) for a given system frequency.

p

N l2a r.

No. poles
(3.3)

Where f is the frequency of the generator in Hz. Hydro turbines are gen-

erally operated at low speeds ( about lffi to 200 rpm ). Since the number of

poles of the generator is even, considerable flexibility exists in choosing the

operating speed of the turbine. As the operating speed is selected higher,

the turbine and the generator sizes and therefore their costs reduce^ At

higher specific speeds the cavitation phenomenon takes place in the tur-

bines which may damage the turbine blades. Hence, the maximum allorv-

able operating speed of the turbine is determined by the maximum allow-

able specific speed of the turbine at a given head without causing cavita-

tional problems.
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3.2.1 Cavitation phenomenon

If the pressure of the turbine falls below the vaPor pressure of the

water, pitting action on the blades takes place. This is called ' cavitation '.

To avoid cavitation taking place in the turbine, proPer cavitation

coefficient should be selected.

For Francis turbine the Thoma cavitation coefficient ol should be [13]

2

a> tx)
For Propeller type turbine:

o:s*f,
3

(3.4)

(3.s)cr>
Ns

100

Should the value of <r falls below those given in eqns. (3.a) and (3.5), cav-

itation takes place. The Thoma cavitation coefficient can be calculated as

(3.6)

where:

H* = ha-hs-ht

14" : Absolute head at the outlet of the turbine, ft.

ha = Atmosperic head, ft.

hs = Draft head, ft.

Hw

H
(t

h" : Vapour pressure head, ft.
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The convenient way of determiníng the highest operating speed of the tur-

bine is given by the relation of the specific speed to the head. The empiri-

cal relation for maximum specific speed to avoid cavitation problems are

given by

For Francis turbine:

Ns(ma¡) =
800:vÏ{

(3.7)

For Propeller type turbine:

Ns(mar) =

Ptt =

The peripheral speed coefficient Õ is given by

o t¡.D.N
I

60 (2 sIJ)z

By substituting H from (3.10) into (3.9)

tt25
VH

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

3.2.2 Unit power and its functional relationship

The unit po\iler is defined as the output of the model turbine of 1 foot

diameter operating at 1 foot water head" This is given by

P

H3[2D2

P (60)
3

3 . (zs,l3
Prr =

1t D3.N3
63
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= *'Ë '*'

K : ¡52x4p:

(3.11)

Where:

3.3 Hydro turbine efficiency evaluation

In hydro po$'er stations, seasonal water flow variations cause deviation

in water head from the nominal value at which the turbines are designed

for maximum efficiency at nominal speed. If many hydro stations are

located on the same river, it is necessary to regulate the water flow such

that the head variation is kept to a minimum ( less than SVo in the case of

Nelson River stations). Many hydro stations are operated not only as base

load stations but also as peak load stations permitting up to 5Vo overload"

For example, broadly speaking hydro power stations on the Nelson River

operate at l05Vo load for a period of about 37Vo in a year. Overload opera-

tion and the deviation of water head from the nominal value cause loss in

turbine efficiency if operated at fixed speed. If unit connection sçhemes are

adopted for these stations as discussed earlier, the operating speed can be

selected such that the turbines operate at the maximum attainable

efficiency depending upon load and the available water head.

In this Section, a 10X100 MtJf Long Spruce hydro station of Manitoba

Hydro has been analyzed for fixed and variable speed operations using

model turbine performance curves to evaluate efficiency benefits for vari-

able speed operation.
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3.3.1 Efficiency evaluation with fixed speed operation

Recalling operating relations for the specific speed and unit power

from (3.10) and (3.11) respectively, a constant speed turbine therefore

operates on constant Power curves as shown ín Fig. (3.1). It can be

observed that as the operating head varies changes occur in both O and P11

, which in turn lead to changes in efficiency. The procedure used for calcu-

lating the efficiency for a given power output and the water head is as fol-

lows:

(1) Find P11 for a given Power output from (3.9).

(2) Find peripheral speed coefficient O from (3.10).

(3) Calculate the specific speed Ns (car) by

Ns (cal) =
N.D.VPll

vf,
(3.12)

(4) Check the calculated value of N, with the permissible value from the

relation given in (3.8).

(5) If the Ns (cal) is greater than N, (max) r fix the allowable specific speed as

Ns (max) to avoid cavitational problems and recalculate Prr .

(6) From the model turbine performance curves, the efficiency can be

obtained corresponding to the value of P11 and Õ .

Efficiencies Í¡re calculated based on the above procedure for 135 000 hp

hydraulic turbine in Long Spruce generating station under fixed speed

operation at different loads with wide variation of water head from 75 f.t.

to 90 ft. The design data of the 135 000 hp hydraulic turbine is also given

in Appendix I. The variation of efficiency with different water heads for

different loads of 105Vo, lOTVo, 95Vo and 90Vo is shown in Figs. (3.2) to
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(35) respectively

3.3.2 Efficiency evaluation with variable speed operation

By suitably selecting the operating speed of the turbine depending

upon the available water head for a given load, the efficiency can be

improved. A methodology has been developed for calculating the efficiency

of a turbine under variable speed operation for a given load and water

head. The procedure is as follows:

(1) Calculate P11 for a given power output and wate¡ head using (3.9).

(Z) From the model turbine performance curves, find the peripheral speed

coefficient O corresponding to the maximum possible efficiency.

(3) Calculate the required operating speed corresponding to this value of

Q using (3.10).

(4) Calculate the specific speed Ns (cal) from (3.12)'

(5) If the Ns (cal) is more than the Ns (max) given by (3'8)' fix N, (max¡ as the

allowable specific speed and recalculate the operating speed by using

N
N, (."tt ' VE

D.\Æ

(6) Calculate the new value of the peripheral speed coefficient O from

(3.10).

(7) Find the efficiency form the model turbine performance curves shown

in Fig" (3.1) corresponding to P11 and iD.

Efficiencies are calculated based on the above developed procedure
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for a 135,000 hp turbine in the Longspruce generating station for different

loads of. !05%o, l00Vo,95Vo and 907o with water head variation from 75 f.t.

to 90 ft. and are shown in Figs. (3.2) to (35) respectively. The variation of

the speed for the above loading and water head conditions are shown in

Fig. (3.6). The variation of the efficiency under different loads at the con-

stant nominal head of 80 ft. is shown in Fig. (3.7) for both fixed and vari-

able speed operations.

Since the Longspruce generating station operates about tTVo o1 the

time at l05Vo full load in a year, it is assumed that for the remaining 63Vo

period the station operates at ltlTo load, in order to evaluate savings due

to the increase in the efficiency under variable speed operation. Fig. (3.8)

shows the variation of the efficiency under fixed and variable speed opera-

tions for the above loading conditions at fixed nominal head of 80 ft.

The variation of turbine efficiency for different water heads and

different loading conditions at fixed speed operation is shown in Fig. (3.9)

in three dimensional view. As seen from the above figure, P is the operat-

ing point of the turbine which has been designed for maximum efficiency

at nominal load and water head conditions. If there is a variation in water

head; or in load; or in both; the efficiency of the turbine decreases as

seen from the above figure. If the turbine is operated under variable speed

then the efficiency can be maintained at the maximum possible value if

variations in load and water head occur. Fig. (3.10) shows the variation of

turbine efficiency at different load and water head conditions under vari-

able speed operation shown in three dimensional view. It can be observed

from the above ñgure that any deviation in water head or load the

efficiency is maintained to the maximum possible value taking specific

speed limitations into account. Fig. (3.11) shows the loading curve of units.

Equal loading criteria is adopted in loading the turbines based on the load
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demand. The turbine can be loaded to l05Vo of its rated capacity as indi-

cated in the above figure.

Based on Fig. (3.8) for a 1000 MW station, energy saving with variable

speed operation due to increase in the efficiency is given by

AE t P¡r -A3-
100

. aT ì.T.103
100 t

100

r
0

kwh (3.13)

Where

Therefore

P¡r : Load in MW during the period AT

Ar¡ = Vo inqease in efficiency.

AT = Vo dwatíon of load.

T = Total duration in hours.

AE=

The capitalized savings at the rate of $ 0.016 per kWh is given by

o".** = $o5e8x1oó

In these calculations, the deviations of water head from the nominal

value are not taken into account. Generally the water head varies 2.5Vo

either way from the nominal value. Ãt 100{zo load, the variation of water

head of 2 lt. ( 25 Vo ) either way will lead to nearly lVo gain in the

efficiency as shown in Fig. (33).This alone for 63Vo op,erating time will

result in $ 0.88 x 106 savings. For l05Vo load, the variation of the water

[r.osxro') [* )t#J x876oxro3
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head of 2ft. (25Vo ) either way from the nominal value will lead to nearly

0.8Vo gain in the efficiency as shown in Fig. (3.2). This operation î.or 37Vo

time will result in a further $ 0.436 x 106 saving.

The total savings due to variable speed operation of 1000 MW

Longspruce generatíng station with the load duration curve shown in the

Fig. (3.8) is estimated to be $ 1.914 x 106 . Since this value is not based on

the actual load curve and hence may not be true value. Therefore it is

necessary to evaluate actual savings based on the annual load duration

curve and water head variation curve"

3.4 Performance evaluation of 10X100 MW hydro station

under variable speed operation

In order to evaluate savings due to variable speed operation of 1000

MW Longspruce generating station, actual load duration and water varia-

tion curves for one year period should be taken into account. Since the

variations of load demand and water head are exPressed in percentage

duration as shown in Figs. (3.12) and (3.13) respectively, it may not be pos-

sible to find the actual water head corresponding to the load in a particular

duration. It is so because chronological data records are not available.

Hence, the water head duration curve has been approximated into three

segments with its average head in each segment. The load duration curve

has been divided into five segments with its average load in each segment.

The actual load and water duration curves are shown in Figs. (3.12) and

(3.13) respectively, and the corresponding averaged curves are shown in

Figs. (3.14) and (3.15) respectively"
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In the absence of chronological data, all segments of water head are

considered for each segment of the load duration curve to evaluate the

efficiencies under fixed and variable speed operation. Efficiency evaluation

is done taking into account the specific speed limitation and also without

taking specific speed limitation into account. The later condition can be

reasonably valid if the turbine blades are stainless steel material with non

corrosive coating. Fig. (3.16) shows the increase in the efficiency due to

variable speed operation taking specific speed limitations into account. The

energy savings due to variable speed operation due to increase in efficiency

is calculated using Eqn. (3.18).

The net savings in energy taking

specific speed limitations into account = 130.87 x 106 kwh

\ryith the energy rate factor of $ 0.016 / kWh,

the net savings with variable speed operation

taking specific speed limitations into account = ï2.1x 10ó

If the turbine blades are made of stainless steel material, the specific speed

limitations can be relaxed. The increase in the efficiency without specific

speed limitation is shown in the Fig. (3.16).

The net savings due to increase in the efficiency

without specific speed limitations taken into account = $ 2.71 x 106
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3.5 Summary and conclusions

A methodology has been cieveloped to calculate the efficiency of the

turbine under variable speed operation. In order to illustrate the relative

advantage of variable speed operation, efficiencies are calculated for a typ-

ical 135,000 hp hydraulic turbine under both fixed and variable speed

operation for different loads oL l05Vo, l00Vo,95Vo and 90Vo taking reason-

ably wide variation of water head from 75 fi to 90 ft and shown in Figs.

(3.2) to (35).

A constant speed turbine operates on constant power curves marked

¡or l05Vo, l00Vo and 90Vo loads in Fig. (3.1). It can be observed that as the

operating head changes, changes occur in both @ and P11 which in turn

lead to change in the operating efficiency. On the other hand if the speed

is allowed to change as permitted by the unit connection scheme, it could

always be chosen such that its efficiency can be kept at its maximum value.

For example, for constant output power' if changes occur in the Ptt

between 0.22 and 0.245 due to changes in head ( Eqn. 3.9 )' the operating

speed N should always be chosen such that the operating point always lie

within the closed curve for î = 907o in Ptr - 'Þ plane as shown in Fig'

(3.1).

As observed from the Fig. (33) and Fig. (3.4)' as the water head drops

below 77 ft and 78 ft respectively, the operating speed is held at its max-

imum possible value without violating specific speed limitations and there-

fore below these water heads, the turbine operates at fixed speed. Fig. (3.7)

shows another important comparison of the turbine for the fixed and the

variable speed operation as a function of load with the nominal water head

of B0 ft. It can be observed that there is an improvement of 4.2Vo and l.lVo

in efficiency at 90Vo and l05%o loads respectively under variable speed

operation. It means that the improvement in efficiency under low load
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conditions is more than that of the over load condition for fixed water

head. The variation of turbine efficiency for different loads at different

heads is shown in Fig. (3.9) and Fig. (3.10) for fixed and variable speed

operations respectively. It can be clearly seen from the above three dimen-

sional figures, that maximum possible efficiency can be achieved by adopt-

ing variable speed operation of turbine as comPared to fixed speed opera-

tion for variable load and water head conditions.

A typical yearly load duration curve for 1000 MW hydro station shown

in Fig. (3.8) with l00Vo load for 63Vo of. time and t05Vo load for the remain-

ing 377o of time is evaluated for variable speed operation taking 25Vo vari-

ation in water head. It has been found that an annual gains of $ 1.914 x

106 is expected due to variable speed operation.

Annual load and water head variation curves of 1000 MW Long

Spruce hydro station of Manitoba Hydro are analyzed for variable speed

operation with and without specific speed limitations. The expected gains

due to variable speed operation with and without taking specific speed lim-

itations into account are $ 2.1 x 106 and 52J1x 106 respectively.

In conclusion, if turbines in hydro power station are operated under

variable speed depending upon the available water head and load, as per-

mitted by the unit connection scheme, considerable gains can result due to

increase in the operating efficiency.
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CHAPTER IV

GENERATORS FOR UNIT CONNECTION SCHEMES

4.L Introduction

In conventional HVDC schemes a group of generators are connected

to a common ac bus, therefrom to converter transformers and converters.

Tuned ac filters are installed on the ac bus to absorb ac harmonics gen-

erated by converters. Increase in the pulse number of converters reduces

the harmonic generation, which is normally achieved by connecting

transformers of different configurations to converters. For example, 12-

pulse operation of converters is obtained by connecting a three phase sup-

ply through Y-Y and Y- A transformers to two 6-pulse converters con-

nected in series. In unit connection schemes, ac filters are removed and the

generated harmonic currents are allowed to flow into generator. These har-

monics cause additional losses and may result in a loss of capacity of the

generator.

Multiphase generators can be designed for unit connection schemes to

increase the pulse number to reduce the harmonic generation. This chapter

deals with the design aspects and analysis of generators for unit connection

schemes. If 5 phase generators are designed for the above schemes, lO-pulse

operation can be achieved by connecting the generator to lO-pulse con-

verter. If the scheme is intended for the dc power transmission, the

required dc voltage can be obtained by connecting the generator to the
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converter through 5 phase transformer or five single phase transformers.

The 5 phase transformer requires five limb core of which the design may

be complex. Other alternative is to use five single phase transformers which

may increase the cost. Increase in pulse number by more than three legs on

the converter influences the harmonic generation and therefore injection

into the system. Latge pulse number means more cost, e.g l0-pulse con-

verter cost will increase by a factor of ( | I , **.

In order to examine the harmonic currents injected into the 5 phase

generator connected to a lO-pulse converter, the phase current as shown in

Fig. (a.1) is analyzed. Each valve in the converter bridge conducts for a

period ú + radians. The Fourier analysis of the current waveform shown'5
in Fig. (a.1) is given by

i"5(ort) = 0.7485 Idc sin (r,rt) - 0539 sin 3(ort) + 0.231sin 7(rot)

- 0.111 sin 9(r,rt) - 0.091 sin 11(ot) + 0.0124 sin 13(ort)

- 0.095 sin 17(r,rt) + 0.041 sin 21(ort) (4.1.1)

It can be observed from the above equation that the generator phase

current contains all odd harmonics. For balanced 5 phase generator with

star connection, the 5th harmonic is of zero sequence and hence all har-

monics multiples of 5 cancel in the machine. The 3rd and the 7th harmon-

ics are predominant in the phase current with magnitudes of 54Vo and 23Vo

of the fundamental respectively. These harmonics induce currents in the

rotor circuits and cause not only additional losses but also produce pulsat-

ing torques in the machine. The negative sequence 9 th harmonic current
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of tt.lVo magnitude induces 10 th harmonic currents in the rotor circuits.

These currents produce breaking torques in the machine.

In the case of 7 phase generator r T leg converter required to achieve

l4-pulse operation which may increase the cost by a factor .f (å) / kW.

The expression for the phase current is given by

i"7 (or) = + {sin 
('t) - o.Tssin 3(<ot) + 03ó1 sin S(rot)

- 0.2 sin 9(ot) - 0.091 sin 11(ot) + 0.0124 sin 13(urt)

- 0.095 sin 17(ot) + 0.041 sin 21(ort) - (4.1.2)

It can be observed from the above expression that all odd harmonics are

present in the generator phase current. The 3rd and the 5th harmonic

currents are predominant with magnitudes of.75Vo and 36.lVo of fundamen-

tal respectively. These harmonic currents cause additional losses in the sta-

tor and the rotor. If these generators are to be used in point-to-point

transmission schemes, the required dc voltage can be achieved by connect-

ing to the converter either by a 7 phase transformer or by seven single

phase transformers. The seven phase transformer design may be complex as

it requires 7 limb core. If seven single phase transformers are employed,

the cost of the terminal may increase.

Since the harmonic currents in the 5 phase and 7 phase generators are

higher and involves high cost transformers, these are discarded for unit

connection application. The next viable alternative in multiphase genera-

tors is the 6 phase generator. If the generator is designed with two sets of

Y-connected three phase windings spatially displaced by 30o to each other,
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12 pulse operation can be achíeved by connecting these two winding sets to

two six pulse converters. Six phase generators have technical and economi-

cal advantages when compared with conventional three phase generators if

the rating the generator is large. These advantages are discussed in the sec-

tion [42] of this chapter. These generators are applicable for thermal and

nuclear power stations either with point-point schemes or back-to-back

schemes.

In back-to-back schemes, there is a possibility of eliminating converter

transformers by connecting generators directly to converters. In this situa-

tion ( 6k + 1 ) harmonic currents flow in the stator windings, where k is

any positive integer. The 5th and 7th harmonic m.m.fs cancel in the air gap

due to 30o space displacement between winding sets. The llth, the 13th

etc., harmonic mmfs induce the 12th, the 24th etc., harmonic currents in

rotor circuits. This type of schemes are more applicable to improve stability

of the system where a large generating station is to be connected to the

nearby ac systems [17]. However the main draw backs of these schemes are

as follows:

(") The generator windings are subjected to different dc potentials, since

they are directly connected to two six pulse converters connected in

series. In this case one set of windings is to be designed to half the dc

voltage and the other set to full dc voltage'

(b) The generator neutrals are also elevated to higher dc potentials which

may increase the complexity of protection schemes for the generator

internal faults.

If these schemes are contemplated aiming at the system stability, it may be
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$'orthwhile analyzing different possible windings configurations of the gen-

erator to adopt the best possible one" In this chapter, the effect of time

harmonic currents in the air gap mmf of a six phase generator directly con-

nected to a l2-pulse converter is analyzed taking the real distribution of

the stator windings into account for Y-Y and Y- A configurations. It is

found that magnitudes of mmf space harmonics generated by the time har-

monics currents are less in the case of a Y-Y windings configuration than

Y- A windings configuration.

Harmonic currents flowing in the stator and the rotor circuits of a six

phase generator with Y-Y windings configuration directly connected to a

l2-pulse convertef are comPuted by modelling the generator in d-q-o co-

ordinates and simulated by using EMTDC Program. The additional losses

are calculated in order to evaluate the derating factor of the generator.

Design aspects of large rating generators for thermal and nuclear power

stations are discussed with respect to higher base speed operation. The

effect of variable speed operation of hydro generators is also discussed

with respect to the commutation reactance, reactive Power requirements

and power factor.

42 Six phase generators

If the size of the generator is large, six phase generators have the fol-

lowing advantages as compared to that of a three phase generator of the

same rating.
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(") Increased utilízatíon of active materíal :

when the number of phases increases, the winding distribution factor

increases as the slots per pole per phase decreases. Due to increase in the

winding factor, for its design, the generator require less number of turns

which in turn reduce both the copper and iron volume and therefore result

in less active material requirement per kVA. For example, in the case of

three phase machine, with 5/6 winding pitch, the winding factor ís 0'922'

Whereas in the case of a six phase generator with lll12 winding pitch, the

winding factor is 0.977. The increase in the winding factor in the case of a

six phase genefatof ís 6.lVo which means that the reduction in the active

material is in the same proportion.

(b) Reduction ín rotor surface losses :

The rotor surface losses in the machine are produced by the pulsation

of the flux density in the rotor pole surface. These are caused by :

(Ð The harmonics of the magnetomotive amPefe-turns of the armature

reaction produced due to the use of limited number of phases' The

higher the number of phases the lower the harmonic content'

(iÐ The harmonics of the magnetomotive ampere-turns of the armature

reaction due to limited number of slots'

(iii) The variation of permeance of the air gap due to the slotting of the

stator.

The increase in number of phases therefore reduces the rotor surface

losses

Robert, P. et al. t18l compared losses of three phase and six phase
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generators of 1200 MW rating as shown in Figs. (4.2) to (a.a). Fig. (a.2)

shows the variation of the rotor surface losses as a function of the winding

pitch. It can be seen that the rotor surface losses in the case of a six phase

machine with tlllz winding pitch are less than that of a three phase

machine with 5/6 pitch for a given air gap ratio, where air gap ratio is

defined as the ratio of twice air gap length to bore diameter. As seen from

Fig.(a3) and Fig.(4.4), for the normal design range of air gap ratios varying

from 0.06 to 0.16, the losses in the case of a six phase generator are found

to be smaller than an equivalent size three phase generator. Yhis happens

because of the reduction in the rotor surface losses.

Therefore due to the reduction in losses and the active material, six

phase generators can be designed for higher efficiency with compact sizes

as compared to three phase generators" trt is also shown that a six phase

generator of 1200 MW capacity with Y A - Y three phase transformer is

cheaper than a conventional three phase machine of the same capacity [18].

This may enhance the applicability of six phase generators to unit connec-

tion schemes.
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43 Harmonic analysis of the air gap mmf of a six phase

generator connected to a 12-pulse converter

If the stator windings in the generator are not distributed

sinusoidally, the space harmonics are generated in the air gap mmf due to

currents flowing in these windings. This section deals with the analysis of

the air gap mmf of a six phase generator with Y-Y windings configuration

displaced by 30o from each other and Y- A windings configuration. Real

distribution of stator windings when connected to a l2-pulse load is exam-

ined. The overlap angle and delay angle are neglected in this analysis for

the sake of brevity. This, however is not to be regarded as a shortcoming

because when taken into account they only modify the relative content of

the harmonic currents injected into the machine" The magnitude of har-

monic currents are maximum when the overlap angle is zero for a given

delay angle and subsequently decreases as the overlap angle increases up to

360 r ¡ nnlse nrrmtrer f19l- This analvsí .mistic.: , where p is a pulse number [19]. This analysis assumes a pessi
p

condition on the generator.

43.L Analysis of air gap mmf of a Y-Y connected armature

windings lvith no phase shift

The generator with Y-Y windings configuration with 30o phase shift

between axes is connected directly to two six pulse rectifiers as shown in

Fig. (aÐ. The armature phase curfents are shown in Fig. (4.6).The explicit

equations for the mmf due to currents in different windings are derived in

Appendix II.
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The total armature mmf due to currents in Y-Y windings displaced in

space by 30o is given by :

Fv-y (0, t) = F¡bc * F*

=# N" I¿. 
[**, I cos(ort-o)-f,.or1l1or+o)+f cos(l3rot-0)-..]

. + t - frorlsot-So) 
+ 

fcos(zo,t+50) l

- + [cos( - ]cos(sot+70) 
+ 

]cos(zo,t-7e) l

- + [ cos(rot+ll0) - fcos(11't-110) 
+ 

fcos(13ú,t+11e) - ..]

- ÏP I cos(o,t-130) - fcos(11ot+130)I

+ 
f,cos(r3ot-130) - .....1 

l
(43.1)

It can be observed from the above equation that the air gap mmf contains

both time and space harmonics. In general, F1m,n) cos ( nort+ m0 ) is the

armature mmf of the m th space harmonic generated by n th time har-

monic current in the stator windings. This mmf wave rotates at {- n
m

times the synchronous speed with respect to the stator and its magnitude is

F(.,o ¡ . The direction of rotation of the field structure with respect to the

armature is taken as positive. The harmonic currents induced in the rotor

rotate at [ 1- ( t * I I times the synchronous speed with respect to the

rotor. These currents cause additional losses in the rotor circuits. A 125
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MVA, 2 pole round rotor generator with Y-Y windings configuration has

been analyzed for mmf harmonics when connected to a l2-pulse converter

load. The parameters of the machine are also shown in Appendix II. The

ha¡monic winding factors are calculated and shown in Table (4.1). The

Table (42) shows the magnitude and the direction of air gap mmf space

harmonics generated by the time harmonic currents.

It can be seen from the Table (42) that the components of the funda-

mental space wave produced by the 11 th and 13 th time harmonic currents

are predominant with the magnitudes of.9.17o and 7.7Vo respectively. These

harmonics rotate at -11 and *13 times the fundamental frequency with

respect to the stator" When referred to the rotor these comPonents rotate

at !2 times the fundamental frequency. The mmf also contains the 5th and

the 7th space harmonics produced by the 5th time harmonic current and

also 7th time harmonic current. The magnitude of the 5th space harmonic

produced by the 5th time harmonic is 2.4Vo and it rotates at the fundamen-

tal frequency with respect to the stator. Hence this component would not

induce currents in the rotor circuits. It means that this comPonent causes

additional losses only in the stator, but not in the rotor. The 5th space har-

monic mmf caused by the 7th time harmonic current has the magnitude of

t.73Vo and rotates at -715 times the fundamental frequency with respect to

the stator. This will induce rotor currents at t2l5 times fundamental fre-

quency. The magnitude of other mmf space harmonics produced by time

harmonic currents are very small.

All these harmonics in the air gap mmf cause additional losses both in

the stator and the rotor circuits. The significant loss contribution is due to

fundamental space harmonics produced by llth and 13th time harmonic

currents and the effect of other harmonic currents are not very significant.
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Table 4.1 : Harmonic winding factors of a six phase generator.

Table 42:Magnitude and direction of space harmonics generated by time
harmonic currents in Y-Y windings with gco phase shift.
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43.2 Analysis of air gap mmf of a Y- A connected armature

windings

As shown in the Appendix II, the air gap mmf due to currents flowing

in the armature windings of Y- A configuration is given by :

Fy-¡ = #ro" N" 
Ikw1 

[cos(rot-e)-f,cos(11ort+0)+
I

cos(13<ot-0)-..1
13

-+ [cos(ort +se)-f cos(llort-50) rf cos(l3ort+50)-..]

kwz
[cos(ort-70) (1 kot +70) + f cos(l3ú,t -70) -..1+

1

115

kw"*Ë [cos(rot+110) (1 tort - I 10¡ + f "ot113{,,t 
+ 1 10) -..1

I
11

k*r¡
[cos(ot - lfe) - f, cos(1 lort +11e)+

5

+ 
f,cos(l3,,,t-110)-..1 )

(4.3.2)

The magnitude and direction of harmonics in the air gap mmf a¡e shown

in the Table (43). It can be observed form the above equation that the

predominant components in the air gap mmf are as follows:

(1) The components of the fundamental space wave produced by the llth

and 13th harmonic curfents a¡e of the magnitude 9.lVo and t.7Vo

respectively. The fundamental component of the space mmf produced

by the negative sequence llth harmonic current rotate at -11 times the

fundamental frequency with respect to the stator. This component
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induces 12th harmonic currents in the rotor circuits. Similarly, tþe

fundamental component of the space mmf produced by the positive

sequence 13th harmonic current rotates at 13 times the fundamental

frequency with respect to the stator and induces 12th harmonic

currents in the rotor circuits. These components are of same magni-

tudes as in the previous configuration.

(2) The space mmf also contains predominant sth and 7th harmonics pro-

duced by the fundamental time harmonic current. It is interesting to

note that the 5th space harmonic produced by the fundamental

current is the most predominate component with l2Vo magnitude. This

rotates at -ll5 times the fundamental frequency with respect to the

stator. When referred to the rotor this component rotates at 615 times

the rotor speed and produces braking torques and causes additional

losses. The 7th space harmonic has 4.7Vo magnitude and rotates at an

angular speed ot + ll7 times the stator speed and induces the currents

in the rotor at 617 times the fundamental frequency. The magnitudes

of other space harmonics are not significant.

43.3 Conclusions

It can be observed from the above analysis that the six phase generator

with Y-Y windings configuration has less space harmonics in the air gap

mmf as compared to that of Y- A windings configuration. Hence it is

recommended that the six phase generator with Y-Y windings

configuration is more suitable for unit connection schemes as compared to

Y- A configuration.
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4.4 Performance of a six phase generartor connected to a

12-pulse converter

When the six phase generator with Y-Y windings conftguration with

300 space dispalcement between winding sets is directly connected to a 12-

pulse converter, 5th, 7th, llth,t13th etc., harmonic currents flow into the

stator windings and 12th,24th, etc., harmonic currents are induced in the

rotor circuits. In order to calculate harmonic currents in the stator and

rotor windings, the generator is modelled in d-q-o co-ordinates and simu-

lated the system as shown in Fig. (4.12) using EL'ITDC Pfogram. Harmonic

currents in the stator and the rotor windings are comPuted in order to cal-

culate the additional losses in the generator for evaluating the derating fac-

tor

4.4.L Six phase generator model

The generatof with equivalent damper windings is shown in Fig. (4.9).

The armature consists of two sets of windings ABC and XYZ displaced in

space by 300 . The rotor is represented by lumped equivalent damper wind-

ings one in each axis and the field winding on the d-axis. The following

assumptions are made in this analysis :

(1) All armature windings are sinusoidally distributed around the peri-

phery of the stator with equal number of turns'
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(2) The mutual coupling of the flux which does not cross the air gap

between phases of one set of windings is equal to that of the

corresPonding phases in the other set'

The axis equations for voltages and fluxlinkages are derived in the Appen-

dix III. From rhe equations (ca0) to (c36) from the above Appendix the

d and q axes equivalent are derived and shown in Fig'(4'11) The simplified

q-q-o axis equations are as follows'

Winding set I :

v¿r = P Û¿r * o¡ Ùql * r" i61

vql = P Ùqr - or ü¿r * r" i¿1

vo1 = (PLo*r")io1

ù¿r = ûm¿*Lri¿r*Ln(idl +idz)

ùcr = ùro * L" iqr * Ltz ( io1 + iqz )

Winding set 2 :

vaz = P Ù¿z * or ùc2 * r" i¿2

vq2 = Ptqz-oü¿z*r"i¿2

Yoz = (pLo*r")io2

üoz = ùm¿ * L" i¿z * Ltz ( id1 + id2 )

(4.4.1)

(4.4.2)

(4.43)

(4.4.4)

(4.45)

(4.4.6)

(4.4.7)

(4.4.8)

(4.4.e)

(4.4.10)
ùcz = ùro*L"iqz*Ln(ir1 +iqz)
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Where:

ûmd = L.¿(i¿r*i¿z*if +ikd)

ùro = L'c ( iq1 * io2 + irq )

Ltz = ú L^,

La = Ll+Lml-Ln

Lo = Lt-ZLúl

The d-axis flux model of the generator is shown in Fig. (4.10) and the

equivalent circuits are shown in Fig. (4.11).

The generator equations are represented in the following state space forrn

for simulation on the digital computer"

i = [A] r+[B] r

d-øxis equations :

d

dr

i¿r
idz
if

ir¿

= [L¿]-1

-t'¡ ÙSt - r" i¿t

-rÐ ùq2 - r..i¿Z

-rtrr
- rr¿ ir¿ l. rl¿,-l 

[ï I

(4.4.11)
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Where :

ILa] =

Lm¿*La+Ln
L66 * L12

Lma
Lm¿

Lnd + L12

L.¿ *L¿+,L1¡-
Lm¿

Lm¿

Lmo

Lm¿

L.¿*Lf+Lkf
Lmd + Lkf

Lmo

Lm¿

Lmd + Lkf
L.¿*Lkd+Lkf

q-axis equations :

d

dt

isr

in,ttq
= [Lo]-t

Lrq *La+Ln
Lnd + L12

L.n

-<o ù¿t - r" iqr

-or t¿z - r" inz

- rrs irq I 
. rlnr-, 

þl I

Lm9

mq*L

(4.4.12)

(4.4.13)

Where

ILo]=
Lmq + L12 Ltn

Lfns*La+Ln
L L

o-a.xis equøtions :

mq

+ [Loo]-l

Lq

d

dr

Where :

Ilr I
= [ Loo ]-1

-fa lo1

-fa io2 F:1

Lo
o

o
oLILo"] =
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Mechanícøl System :

Mt : Tc J# Kc,¡

Where :

Therefore

dal
dt

Where :

Mr = Shaft toruqe"

Te = Electrical torque.

K = Damping constant.

J = Moment of Inertia of the rotor.

(4.4.13)

(4.4.1s)

(4.4.1s)

TeKMt
= JJJ

Te : f t ûor iqr + ù¿z icz - ùqr iar - ûqz ioz )
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4.4.2 Digital simulation of six phase generator connected to a

l2-pulse converter

A 2X588 MVA, 22 kV six phase generator directly connected to two

six pulse converters as shown in Fig. (4.12) is simulated in time domain

using EMTDC progrâm. As the data of large size six phase generator is not

available, a three phase 588 MVA generator data is converted for six phase

generator and used in this simulation. Since the primary interest of the

study is mainly restricted to the generator and the rectifier, the inverter is

modelled as constant current source. The realization of the constant

current control is shown in Fig. (4.13). The measured current is passed

through the time delay circuit and compared with the reference value" The

error signal is amplified through proportional and integral controller to

obtain the output voltage. This voltage is devided by the Norton's

equivalent resistance of the inverter to obtain the current signal to be

injected at the inverter side.

4.4.2.L Interfacing of a six phase generator model lvith EMTDC

program

The six phase generator model descibed in the section Í4.4.11interfaces

with EMTDC progrâm as a current source as shown in Fig. (a.la). The

machine model makes use of ttre terminal voltages of the sytem in the pre-

vious time step to calculate the currents to be injected into the EMTDC

network" Since the machine is represented by a current source which is

dependent on the the voltage of the previous time step, any sudden change

in the voltage causes change in the current response only in the next time

step. Hence, for the previous time step, the machine looks like an open
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circuit. This means that it does not respond with the new current until the

next time step, hence spurious spikes may appear in the terminal voltage.

In order to overcome this draw back, the machine is terminated to the net-

work through its characteristic impedance as shown in Fig. (4.14) [20]. For

a synchronous machine the characteristic impedance is chosen as its sub-

transient reactance. A resito r r = + is calculated, wher e La is the

subtransient inductance of the machine and At is the time step of the main

program. If there be N coherent machines operating in parallel, then

,- = # . This resistance is placed from each node of the machine ter-

minal to the ground in the EMTDC network. Then, instead of injecting

the calculated machine currents Im(t), a compensated current lr(t) + I"(t)

is injected into the system.

Where, Ic =
v( r-at )

f

V(t-At) is the terminal voltage of the previous time step

Thus, the actual current injected into the network is :

L"(t) = Ir(t) + v(t-at - v(t)
f

Since Àt is small, r" is large" For small time step V(t-lt¡= V(t) and thus

Ir.(t)=I.(t). The error introduced vanishes in the limit when At is small.

However, for sudden voltage changes, Im + Ic is not calculated until the

next time step, the network sees an impedance r" for this instant intead of

an open circuit as discussed earlier. This is the actual impedance it would

have seen if this would have been represented in the EMTDC program.
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4.4.3 Simulation results

A2}L 588 MVA,22kV,0.85 pf, 3600 rpm six phase generator directly

connected to two ó-pulse converter is simulated in time domain using

EMTDC program to give 56 kv, 185 kA dc output. The steady state gen-

eratof phase currents, commutation voltage of upper bridge and the dc vol-

tage are shown in Fig. (4.15). The generator rotor currents are shown in

Fig. (a.16). The system response for 507o change in current order is shown

in Fig. (4.17).It can be observed from the Fig. (4.17) that the dc current

settled down to 50Vo set value in 0.1 s after changing the current reference'

The harmonics contents in the stator and rotor currents are computed to

calculate additional losses in the machine. The time step A t of' 25 P was

used in the digital simulation to ensure an accufate calculation of upto 24

th order harmonic"

4.4.3.L Commutation Reactance

If the synchronous genefator is directly connected to a converter' the

commutation point shifts to the internal voltage of the generator. During

commutation period the generator is subjected to the line to line short cir-

cuit. As seen in the literature, for a three phase generator connected to a

six pulse converter, some authors have taken the effective commutation

reactance as subtransient reactance of the generator [4-5]' and in another

paper it is represented as the arithmetic mean of direct axis and quadra-

ture axis subtransient reactances [21]'

In order to investigate this, the commutation reactance is calculated

from the simulation results. For I¿, : 185 kA, c = 15.180 the measured

overlap angle is 26.40 , and the voltage behind the subtransient reactance is

24.4 kV. The commutation reactance is calculated using the following
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equation.

Where

I¿. = DC current'

or = Delay angle.

l¡ = Overlap angle.

Ec = Line-line voltage behind subtransient reactance

Xc = Commutation reactance.

A 2 X 588 MVA generator parameters and base quantities are shown in

Appendix III" For a = 15.180 , the measured value of p is 26.40 and the E.

is 24.4 kV. The calculated value of the commutation reactance from the

equation (4.4.17) is 0.1986 O .

Three possible alternatives for commutation reactance in terms of machine

reactances are examined to select the best possible one which is in close

agreement with the simulated value.

For the above machine with x¿" = 0'208 o and xq = 0.1875 l}

E.
Id" = & 

( cos c - cos ( o + f, ) )

(a) If Xc = xd then , X, = 0.208 O .

(b) If xc - *d" + \6G 
then , X" : 0.203 o.

(4.4.17)
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(c) If X" = then, X" = 0.1977 O.

From these possible alternatives for Xc , the value of X" equal to

to 
I 

to 
which is equal to 0.1977 tt is in close agreement with the

2

calculated value of 0.1986 O from the simulated results. If the subtran-

sient saliency is neglected, then X" = x¿ . Hence the effective commuta-

tion reactance of the six phase generator taking subtransient saliency into

account can be taken as the arithmetic mean of d and q Írxes subtransient

reactances.

The p.u value of X. is given by :

X"(Pu):cosc-cos("+P)

= 0.2129 pu.

The total effective MVA of the generator = t . V¿o . I¿. = 1276 M{VA.

E?
The base impedanc c , Zv = ÈO =

x¿ *xq
2

L24.4\2
1276

= 0.46647 A

With the above base impedance, the p.u values of x6" = 0.446

and xo" :0.402

If X.(pu) - !+ = 02128 pu , it is close agreement with calculated

value of pu commutation reactance of 02129. Therefore, the p.u commuta-

tion reactance of a six phase generator connected to a l2-pulse converter

+
can be represented as

X6

4

xq
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4.4.3.2 Additional losses in the generator

Since each set of three phase windings are directly connected to a six

pulse converter, the 5th, 7th, llth,13th etc., harmonic currents flow into

stator windings. But the 5th and the 7th, the 17th and the 19th harmonic

mmfs cancel in the air gap due to 30o phase displacement between the two

sets of windings, The 12th, 24th etc., harmonic curfents flow in the field

and damper windings. These harmonic currents cause additional losses in

the stator and rotor circuits. The harmonic currents flowing in the genera-

tor afe computed for c = 15.180 and Id. = 185 kA and shown in Table

(4.4).

Ha¡monic
number

n

Stator
phase

current

I"n P'u

Stator
phase

current

Itn P'u

d-axis
damper
windir:g
current
Iran P.u

q-axls
damper
winding
current
Il.,', P'u

Field
winding
current

Irn P'u

0 3.537

I 05 05

5 0.0817 0.0817

7 0.045e 0.0459

11 0.01295 0.01295

t2 0.02478 0.06869 0.003s23

13 0.005e 0.0059

17 0.00525 0.00s25

19 0.0057 0.0057

23 0.ffi3n 0.0039

24 o.æ702? 0.0226 0.004032

?s 0.002 0.002

Table 4.4 : Magnitude of harmonic currents in the six phase generator with

l2-pulse converter load at c = 15.180 for 60 Hz operation.
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The harmonic power loss in the rotor circuits is given by :

PH: !rrÃço2 (4.4.18)
n

Where:

PH : Rotor Po$'er loss due to harmonic currents.

n = p.q , where p is the pulse number and q is any positive integer

r = Effective rotor resistance at the fundamental frequency.

r \Æ = Effective frequency dependent resistance [5J

Iro = Magnitude of the n th harmonic current in the rotor circuits.

Considering one damper winding in each axis, the power loss due to har-

monic currents is given by :

PH = > \Æ r¡¿1 I¡6o2 * > \A trqr Irqo2 + E rÃ rnln?
nn

(4.4.le)
n

Where rkdl , rkqt and rrt are the effective resistances at the fundamental

frequency.

Using the harmonic currents shown in Table (4.4), the calculated value of

the harmonic power loss in the rotor circuits is 0.482 x 10-a p.u. The heat-

ing effect in the rotor due to harmonic currents can be represented by an

equivalent negative sequence current, IEN , which causes equal rotor heat-

ing as the rectifier load,

i.e Prw = Px, where PEw = r tÆ Is¡2

which is power loss due to IBu

sequence current is given by :

Therefore, the equivalent negative
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Itqo + Iro (4.4.20)

The calculated value of Is¡ = 0.1228 P.u

For the above machine 23 p.u field current is required to produce 1.0 p.u

open circuit terminal voltage. If this value is taken as 10074, then IrN =

534Vo. In the case of round rotor turbogenerators, the negative sequence

current withstand capability depends uPon the size of the generator' Nor-

mally generators of about 1000 MW capacity are designed to withstand up

to BVo continuous negative sequence current [171. If its value is between 87o

to l¡Vo, saitable design modifications and cooling methods need to be

adopted. If the value is about 127o, it may not be acceptable. Since the cal-

culated value of the negative sequence current is 534Vo, the generator can

withstand this duty without design modifications.

4.4.3.3 Evaluation of derating factor

The harmonic currents in the stator and rotor circuits cause additional

losses which in turn cause overheating of the machine. In order to accom-

modate additional losses without derating the machine, the generator rat-

ing has to be lowered" The derating factor is defined as the ratio of the

actual rating of the machine with rectifier load to the normal designed rat-

ing"

(a) Generator under normøl operation :

Rated capacity : 1176 MVA

Rated power factor : 0.85 lag
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Rated field current = 354 p.u

Rated reactive power = 620 Mvar

Rated active power : 1000 MW

Stator copper losses = 0.0008 p.u

Field copper losses : 0.00438ó p.u

The equivalent loss resistance of the generator,r"= 0.00518ó p.u

(b) Generøtor under l2-pulse rectífier load operation :

Additional stator copper losses are given by :

PsH = I t", \Ã I"o2
D

(4.4.21)

Where :

ra1 = Fundamental frequency resistance of the stator winding.

I"o = n th harmonic stator phase current.

The calculated value of P5¡¡ = 0.0000689 p.u

It is assumed that the fundamental frequency resistance of the stator wind-

ing is equal to that of a dc resistance since conductors in each bar are

transposed to minimize the eddy current losses. Since the the harmonic

currents have been computed from the generator model represented by

constant resistances in the stator and rotor circuits, the effect of the varia-

tion of the magnitude of harmonic currents due to change in the resistance

caused by harmonic frequency currents can not be taken into account.

However, as the reactance of the machine predominates the resistance at

higher frequencies, the bove effect may not be very significant. This effect

is duly taken into account while evaluating the losses in the machine"
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Additional losses in the rotor circuits, P¡¡

calculated using the Eqn. (4.4.18) = 0.0000482 p.u

Total additional losses in the generator = Pss * Pn

= 0.0001171 pu

Total losses in the generator : 0.005186 + 0.00001171

= 0.0051978 p.u

The equivalent loss resistance of the generator, r"¡ = 0.0051978 P.u

The power factor under this load is given by :

cosg = j t"orcr *cos(o + p)

For cr = 15.180 and þ = 26.4' cos 0 = 0.855

In order to keep power losses in the machine same as under the nor-

mal load operation, the generator current has to be reduced.

New value of the current, I¡ =

Where Ia is the normal full load current = 1.0 p.u

The new rating of the generator = (MvA)rared .I¡ . cos $

= 1176 x 0.99886 x 0.885

= 1004 MW

But the designed rating of the generator = 1000 MW

t" 
¡" = 0.99886 Ia

ÉIence, the generator need not be derated since it is designed for 0.85 pf
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45 Special design and operating features of generators for

unit connection schemes

In the case of HVDC transmission schemes, high dc voltage is

required to minimí ze lhe transmission line losses. In order to achieve this

converter transformers are necessary. Converter transformers also isolate

generators from the dc system thereby eliminating problems such as flow o1Î

galvanic currents into the surrounding metal Pafts as the neutrals are sub'

jected to the dc potential if transformers are not connected'

Normally 2 pole or 4 pole generators afe used for nuclear or thermal

powef stations depending uPon the rating of the station' For higher capa-

city ( 1200 - 2000 MW ), the condition of steam supplied by the light water

feactor calls for reduction in speed of the turbine and accordingly the use

of 4-pole generator s [22l.In conventional HVDC schemes the generator

speed is fixed by the system frequency resulting in 3ó00 rpm for 2-pole

machine and 1800 rpm for 4-pole machines at ó0 Hz frequency' In unit con-

nection schemes if the system frequency is not a criteria, turbines and gen-

erators can be designed for higher base speeds thus minimizing their sizes

and the cost. In order to illustrate this point, consider the governing rela-

tion for the output of the generator which is given by :

s = KDr2Ln (4.s.1)

Where :

Dr= Diameter of the stator bore'

L : Length of the stator core'

n = Speed of the machine'

K = output coefficient.
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It can be observed from the above relation that by increasing the speed of

the machine, the output of the generator can be increased. It means that

for a given rating of a machine the size can be reduced by increasing the

speed. This is shown in Figs. (4.18) and (4.19) for a 2 pole and a 4 pole gen-

erators respectively l23l.It can be observed from the above figures that the

specific volume of the machine decreases with the increase in the oPerating

base speed for a given rating of the machine. The electrical loading of the

machine also decreases with the increase in the speed as shown in Figs.

(420) and (421)" In the case of hydro power stations as discussed in the

Chapter III, the turbines can be operated under variable speed operation

to maximize the efficiency under variable loading and water head condi-

tions.

Steam turbines can be built with optimum designs for speeds between

2100 rpm and 4200 rpm [17]. The maximum frequency of operation of the

generator for unit connection scheme can be limited to about 70 to 75 Hz

mainly due to mechanical constraints. As the frequency increases the sub-

transient reactances of the generator may increase" This may lead to

increase in the commutation reactance. However, by adopting special

design procedures for the generator rotof it may be possible to reduce the

commutation reactance at higher frequency of operation. In view of the

above considerations, the frequency of operation is limited to 70 Hz in this

study.

By operating at higher base speeds the cost of the turbine and the gen-

erator can be reduced. If the base frequency is higher, the cost of the

transformers, smoothing reactors and the ac filters may also be reduced'

Flence, the unit connection scheme offers the flexibility of operating

hydraulic turbines under variable speed operation and steam turbines at

higher base speeds.
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4.6 Commutation reactance and its effect on the generator

performance

This section deals with the equivalent circuits of a three phase genera-

tor connected to a six pulse and twelve pulse bridges through converter

transformers and the effect of commutation reactance on the generator

performance.

4.6.1 Equivalent circuits for Block and Double Block connections

If a genefator is connected to a six pulse converter through a con-

verter transformer,then it is called Block connection [5]. The effective

commutation reactance of the Block connection is given by

X¿ xq *XtX. (pu) = 2

Where :

\d , xq = d and q axes subtransient reactances in p'u

Xt = Transformer leakage reactance.

Xc = Commutation reactance in p.u.

The connection of a generator to a 12-pulse bridge through converter

transformers is called Double Block connection. The effective commuta-

tion reactance of the Double Block connection is given by :

+
(4.6.1)

X¿ +
X" Gu)

*Xtxo
(4.6.2)

4

The single line diagrams and equivalent circuits of Block and Double

Block connections are shown in Figs. (421) and (4.22) respectively.
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4.6.2 Significance of commutation reactance on the generator

performance

In the unit connection scheme, the subtransient reactances of the gen-

erator that form the major part of the commutation reactance, it intrinsi-

cally influences the performance of the system under different operating

frequencies. Since unit connection schemes can be operated at higher base

speeds or under variable speed operation, in both cases the frequency of

operation deviates from the system frequency. It may be necessary to

study the influence of the commutation reactance at different frequencies

of operation with regard to the parameters a) overlap angle b) power

factor and c) reactive po$'er f.or t2- pulse operation.

Consider a typical 120 MVA, 13.8 kV, 81.8 rPo , 60 Hz synchronous

generator for unit connection scheme. If the unit operates under variable

speed operation, the generator operates at different frequency thereby

effecting the commutation reactance. This in turn effects the overlap angle,

power factor and reactive power requirement. In order to study these

effects, consider the following parameters.

xd : 0.23 P.u

Xt = 0'13 P'u

cr = 10o -20o

(") Overlap angle :

The overlap angle in terms of delay angle and commutation reactance

is given by :

l¡ = cos-l [coscr-Xc]-c (4.63)
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The variation of overlap angle at different frequencies for various delay

angles is shown in Table 45.

Table 45 : Variation of commutation angle at different frequencies

for various delay angles with a hydrogenerator'

It can be observed from the above table that for 50 Hz operation (ó8 rpm)'

the overlap angle is within the limit of 30o for various values of ar between

l0o and 20o . For high speed/frequency operation ct has to advance further

to satisfy the overlap angle limit of 3f for satisfactory operation. At 70 Hz

( 95.4 fpm ) for satisfactory operation, the delay angle should be around

20o for which the overlap angle is29.2o. If the generators are designed for

high base speed operation, special design measures are to be taken to

minimize the commutation reactance.

In the case of thermal or nuclear stations, where generators are built

with two or four pole rotors, higher base speed operation can reduce the

(l

degrees

l¡

at 50 Hz

degrees

p

at 60 Hz

degrees

l¡

at 68 Hz

degrees

l¡

at 7A Hz

degrees

10 28.7 32.28 3s.0 35.7

13 26.6 31.0 32.8 345

15 25.4 28.9 315 32.1

20 22.6 26.0 285 29.2
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cost of turbines and generators. Since the poles of the generator are fixed,

a high speed operation results in a high frequency operation.

Consider a typical 7n3 MVA, 2 pole, U kV, ffi Hz turbogenerator

for unit connection scheme with the following parameters [2a].

x¿ = 0.218 P.u.

Íq = 0'140 P'u'

Assuming Xt : 0.13 p.u, the commutation reactance for Double Block con-

nection is 02195 p.u. The variation of overlap angle for different values of

delay angles is shown in Table (4.6).

Table 4.6 : Varíation of commutation angle at different frequencies

for various delay angles with a turbogenerator.

It can be observed from the Table 4.6 that for a 2-pole generator with the

base speed of 4200 rpm which corresponds to 70 Hz opêration, with the

delay angle of 15o , the overlap angle is 29.80 , which is in the safe limit of

(I,

degrees

l¡

at 60 Hz

degrees

l¿

at 68 Hz

degrees

tr

at 70 Hz

degrees

10 30.0 32.6 33.2

13 28.0 305 31.0

15 26.7 29.1 29.8

20 23.9 263 26.9
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30o . Hence the base speed of turbines with 2-pole generators can ire

selected at 420fJ rpm for economical advantage. In this analysis, ít is

assumed that the reactances such as xd and xn" increase proportionaln to

the frequency. However, special design procedures can be adopted to

reduce the above reactances at high frequency of operation inorder to

reduce the commutation reactance.

(b) Power factor :

The power factor of the generator connected to the converter is given by :

cos S = jt"orc*cos(o+r..)I (4.6.4)

For hydrogenerator, the variation of power factor for different frequencies

of operation at different values of <r is shown in Table 4.7.

(I

degrees

pf

at 50 Hz

pf

at 60 Hz

pf

at 68 Hz

pf

at 7A Hz

10 0.883 0.862 0.846 0.842

13 0.872 0.852 0.83ó 0.825

15 0.864 0.843 0.827 0.823

20 0.838 0.82) 0.801 0.797

Table 4.7 : Variation of power factor at different frequencies
for various delay angles with a hydrogenerator.

As seen from the above table, the power factor decreases as the frequency
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of the opefation increases. For c = 20o al70 Hz operation, the power fac-

tor is 0i97. For a 2- pole,7323 MVA generator the variation of the power

factor for different base frequencies is shown in the Table 4.8.

Table 4.8 : Variation of power factor at different base frequencies
for various dealy angles with a turbogenerator.

For normal operating value of the delay angle of 15o , at the base fre-

quency of 70 Hz corresponding to the base speed of 4200 rpm, the power

factor is 0.838. But, if the base speed is selected at a lower value of 4080

rpm which corresponds to 68 Hz operation, the improvement in power fac-

tor is marginal ( 0.842 ). Hence it is advisable to select base speed of 4200

rpm for the turbine / generator in the case of nuclear or thermal stations

in order to minimize the unit cost.

(.) Reactive porver :

The reactive power required by the rectifier is given by :

ct

degrees

pf

at 60 Hz

pf

at 68 Hz

pf

at 70 Hz

10 0.875 0.860 0.857

13 0.864 0.850 0.847

15 0.856 0.842 0.838

20 0.830 0.815 0.810

O = P6tan$ (4.6.s)
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Where :

Pd : DC Power'

0 : Power factor angle.

In the case of the 120 MVA hydrogenerator operating at the nominal speed

of 81.8 fpm ( 60 Hz ) with delay angle of 15o , the reactive power require-

ment is63.87o of the dc power. But, at 70}Iz operation ( 95.4 rPm ), since

it is required to operate at cr = 20o such that þ = 20o for safe operation,

the reactive po$'er requirement is 75.87o of the dc Power. There is l27o

increase in the reactive powef when the generator oPerates at 70 Hz ( 95.4

fpm ).

In the case of a 2-pole 7323 MVA generator, the reactive po\ter

requirement at 60 Hz operation ( 4200 f pm ) for the delay angle of 13o is

Sg3Vo of the dc power. Whereas at70 Hzoperation the unit has to operate

at lf delay angle for safe operation. In this case the requirement of the

reactive power is 65.0Vo of the dc power which corfesponds to 0.84 power

factor of the generator. Since generators of this capacity are normally

designed for 0.85 power factor, the above reactive power demand can be

met by the generator with slight design modifications at marginal extra

cost. As the frequency is increased if L6" and Lo" Parameters remain

unchanged, the angle of overlap as well as the reactive power consumption

of the converter increase to undesirable high values. However by redesign-

ing the rotor slots it may be possible to reduce the values of L6" and Lo"

and therefore an optimum higher than the normal frequency.
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4J Three phase generators

Three phase generators are commonly used in most of the power sta-

tions for power generation. In the case of unit connected dc transmíssion

schemes, each generator ís connected to a l2-pulse converter through Y-Y

and Y- A transformers in order to achieve the required dc transmission

voltage and also to minimize the characteristic harmonic currents which

cause additional losses in the generator.

In this section, the additional losses in a typical 120 lvfvA, 13.8 kV

hydrogenerator connected to a l2-pulse converter are calculated from the

simulation results to evaluate the derating factor of the generator for 60

Hz and 70 Hz operation. The harmonic currents are computed for

s. = 13.'lo,Id. = 20004, and shown in Table (4.9) for 60}Jz operation.

Harmonic
number

n

stator
phase

current

Io. Þ.u

d-axis
damper
winding
current
Iu¿' p.u

q-axrs
damper
winding
current
Ir.^. D.u

Field
winding
current

I¡- D.u

0 2.747

I 1.0

11 0.m265
n 0.m896 0.00373ó 0.m5404

13 0.01057

23 0.üx323
u 0.00363 0.001023 o.æ427

25 o.æ2137

Table 4.9 : Magnitude of harmonic currents in the generator with l2-pulse

converter load at a = 13.70 for 60 Hz operation.
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4.7.L Additional losses and derating factor for 60}{z operation

The parameters of the 120 MVA, 13.8 kV generator are given in

Appendix IV.

(ø) Losses under normal oPeration :

Stator copper losses = I3 r" = (1)2 0.0037 = 0.0037 p.u.

Field copper losses = (IÐ2 r¡ = (259)2 0.0002 = 0.004696 p.u.

Total losses = 0.0037 + 0.004696 = 0.008396 P.u.

The equivalent loss resistance of the generator, f" = 0.008396 p.u.

(b) Losses under converter laad operation :

Additional losses in the stator and rotor windings are calculated using

Eqns. (4.4.18) and (4.4.19) respectively.

Additional losses in the stator = 0.000082 p.u.

Additional losses in the rotor = 0.0000015 p.u.

Total additional losses = 0.0000097 p.u.

The power factor of the generator is given by :

cosg = f t""ra *cos(o +p)l
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For c = 13.70, p = %2o, cos 0 = 0.87

Field current required for the above po$¡er factor = 2.747 P.u.

Field copper losses = (2.747)2 rr = 0.00528 p.u.

Total losses in the machine =

stator copPer + field coPper * additional

losses losses losses

= 0.0037 + 0.00528 + 0.0000097 =0.00899 p.u.

The equivalent loss resistance of the generator, r"¡

: leh = 0'00899 P'u'

The equivalent negative sequence current is calculated using Eqn. (4.4.20).

The equivalent negative sequence current = 0.02036 p.u"

But, the freld current required to produce 1.0 p.u open cireuit termin.al vol-

tage of the generator is given bY :

- \n \8,lro = r* = 
0.936 

= lJl P'u'

If this field current is taken as ttlVo value, the equivalent negative

sequence current due to l2-pulse rectifier load in the generator is 135%.

Normally, hydrogenerators are designed to withstand lÙVo contínuous nega-

tive sequence current. therefore, the above generator can easily withstand

l35Vo negative sequence current due to the rectifier load.

(c) Derøting f ador :

For satisfactory operation of the generator the losses under converter

load operation should not exceed that of the losses under normal operation
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in order to avoid excessive heating of the generator. If the losses with con-

verter load exceed the normal value, then the stator current has to be

reduced to satisfy the above mentioned condition.

Therefore ,

l? re = Irt t"n

Where:

I¡ = New value of the generator current in p.u.

I" = Rated value of the generator current in p.u.

IN
fe

Iâ
feh

.00839ó xl = 0.9664p.u
0.00899

The new MW rating of the generator = (MvA)rated . I¡ . cos $

The rated polver factor of the generator = 0.927

The rated MW of the generator under normal load = 120 x 0.927

= 11124 MW

Derating factor =
New MW rating

Designed MW rating

100.9=-ttt24 = 0907
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It means that the generator can be loaded up to 903Vo of its rated

capacity without causing excessive heating. Since hydrogenerators are nor-

mally designed to withstand lïVo negative sequence current and the con-

verter operation is balanced and symmetrical, the tolerance for the nega-

tive sequence load can be for the temperature rise in the rotor caused by

the harmonic currents due to rectifier load. From the above calculations, it

is shown that the negative sequence current due to l2-pulse converter load

is only l35Vo. If the generator is designed for 0.84 power factor, then the

normally designed generator can be used without derating when feeding

into l2-pulse converter load for the unit connection schemes.

If the generator operates at large delay angles due to some unavoid-

able conditions, then it has to supply mofe reactive power which may

result in additional burden on the generatof field winding. For example,

for the above machine at cr = 20o, the power factor of the generator under

rated load condition is 0.82. The field current required to meet the reactive

powef demand can be calculated from Eqn. (D.10) of the Appendix IV"

Under this condition the derating factor of the generator can be calculated

as follows :

At 0.82 pf , the required field current, I¡ = 2.82 p.u"

Field copper losses =l? rt= (2.82)2 x 0.0007 = 0.00557 p.u

Total losses in the machine =

stator coPPer + field coPper * additional

losses. at 0.82 Pf. + losses.

= 0.0037 + 0.00557 + 0.0000097 :0.009276 P.u
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The equivalent loss resistance of the machir€, r"¡

= 0.ffi9276 p.u

But, r" = 0.0083!)6 P.u

The new value of the stator current, I¡¡ =
re

feh

:\Æ=0.e513p.u

The new MW rating of the machine = (MvA)rared x I¡¡ cos $

= 120 x 0.9513 x 0.82 = 93.61 MW

The rated power factor = 0.927

The rated MW under normal load = tll.24

Derating factor at 0.82 pf load = m = 0.&416

If the generator is designed for 0.85 pf , then

The rated MW rating of the generator = 120 x 0.85 = 102.0 MW

The derating factor : m = 0.9176

Hence, if the generator is designed for 0.85 pf, it can be loaded up to

9l.76Vo of its normal capacity without causing excessive heating in the

machine.
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4.7.2 Additional losses and derating factor for 70 Hz operation

Since hydroturbines in unit connection schemes can be operated under

variable speed operation for maximizing the efficiency, the frequency of

generators vary depending upon the speed. The 70 Hz operation is selected

to evaluate the additional losses in the machine.

Harmonic currents at 70 Hz operation flowing into the stator and the

rotor circuits of. a 120 MVA generator designed for 60 Hz operation are

shown in Table 4.10 for c = 1950 and p = 29.80.

Harmonic
number

n

stator
phase

current

Ir. P.u

d-axis
damper
winding
current
Iu¡. Þ.u

q-axis
damper
winding
current
It.' P.u

Field
winding
current

Ir' p.t
0 2836

1 1.0

11 0.0203

72 0.007535 0.002973 0.w5223

13 0.0112

23 0.005ó6

24 0.004754 0.007776 0.w4273

25 0.0026

Table 4.10 : Magnitude of harmonic currents in the generator with l2-pulse

converter load at c = 19.50 for 70 Hz operation.

The resistances of the stator and rotor circuits at 70 Hz frequency are cal-

culated and given below based on the following relation.

Where :

fnnz = fæP^z. \Æ
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rzolrr, : Resistance at 70lJ:z frequency'

rælr,z = Resistance at ffill.z frequency'

ra = 0.004 P.u

rk¿ = 0.00378 P'u

rrq = 0'ffi378 P'u

r¡ = 0.00075 P.u

(ø) Losses under normal operation at 60 Hz :

Stator copper losses = 0.0037 P.u

Field copper losses = 0.0047 P.u

Total losses = 0.0084 p.u

Equivalent loss resistance of the generator, re = 0.0084 p'u

(b) Losses under converter load øt 70 Hz operøtion :

Additional losses in the stator :

0.0004 t \ÆI (0.0203)2 + \43 (0.0112)2 + \Æ (0.00só6)2 + \Æ (0.0026)2 l

= 0.000008 p.u

Additional losses in the rotor :

0.00378 t\m, (0.007s3s)2 + v7 (0.0047s4)2 l

0.00378 I\/1:t2 (O.U2sß)2 + w7 (0.o0777Ðz l

0.0007s6 t\m, (0.00s233)2 + Ø (0.0042ß)2 |

= 0.000014 p.u
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Total additional losses in the machine = 0.000022 P.u

From the simulation results the measured value of p = 29.80, for c = 1950

The power factor of the generator under this condition is given by :

cos $

The net field current required at 0.8 power factor under normal load at 70

Hz operation = 2.836 p.u.

Field copper losses = (2.836)2 x 0.000756 = 0.006 p.u.

Stator copper loss under 70 Hz operation -- 0.004 p.u"

Total losses under converter load at 70}Jz operation = 0.01 p.u

Equivalent loss resistance of the generator, r"¡ = 0.01 p.u

The equivalent negative sequence current of the generator = 0"052 P.u

This corresponds to 35Vo negative sequence current of the generator which

is with in the safe limit of design margin of. tÙVo.

(c) Derating f actor :

In order to keep the same power loss in the generator as under normal

operation, the stator current of the generator has to be reduced under

rectifier load in order to avoid excessive heating of the machine.

f t"o.c*cos(o+p)l = 0.8
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New value of the stator current, I¡ =
fe

Íeh

\Æ=o.er65p.u.

New MW rating of the machine = t20 x 0.9165 x 0.8 = 880 MW

Designed rating of the machine at 0.92 pf = 120 x 0.92 = 110.4 MW

Derating factor = 999'9 = 0.8
110.4

The generator has to be deratedtoSÛVo of its nominal capacity under this

operation. But, normally generators are designed for 0.85 pf operation.

With 0.85 nominal power factor, the derating factor of the generator is cal-

culated as below.

The nominal rating of the machine at 085 pf = 120 x 0.85 = 102 MW

The derating factor under this condition = {å} = 0.863

Hence, if the generator is designed for 0.85 pf under 60 Hz operation, it

can be loaded up to 863Vo of its designed rating when operating at 70 Hz

with rectifier load. In order to load the generator to its rated capacity, spe-

cial design and cooling requirements may be necessary.
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4.8 Summary and conclusions

Six phase generators have economic advantages as comPared to the

conventional three phase generator for large rating machines. These can be

used for unit connection schemes for nuclear or thermal stations. The Y-Y

windings configuration is recommended as compared to the Y-A windings

configuration for the above generators. Space harmonics generated by time

harmonic cufrents in the air gap mmf are smaller in magnitude in the

former case as compared with the later case.

Six phase generator directly connected to 12 pulse converter can be

used under special circumstances where the generating station is to be con-

nected to the existing nearby ac line through dc link to improve the system

stability. These schemes can also be used to feed pou'er to the existing ac

line as dc taps. For HVDC transmission schemes, converter transformers

are required to attain the required dc voltage to minimize the transmission

line losses and also to isolate the generator from the dc system. It is shown

that normally designed six phase generator can be used with l2-pulse con-

verter without derating. For nuclear or thermal power stations higher base

speed operation can be selected for turbines and generators to reduce their

capital cost"

In the case of hydro porver stations, turbines can be operated under

variable speeds as discussed in the Chapter III to maximize the operating

efficiency. Under these conditions generators operate under variable fre-

quency. It is shown that if a three phase generator designed for 0.85 Po\üer

factor at 60 Hz operation operates at 7O Hrz, the machine has to be derated

to 863Vo of its nominal rating. In order to load the generator to its rated

capacity, special design and cooling requirements may be necessary.
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CHAPTER V

DC SYSTEM ASPECTS OF UNIT CONNECTTON SCHEMES

5.1 Introduction

If the unit connection scheme is adopted for a generating station, each

generator in the station is connected to one or more twelve pulse convert-

ers depending up on the rating of the generator. For example, in the case

of hydro station with 10 generatofs each of 100 MW capacity, one twelve

pulse converter of 100 MW rating can be connected to each generator

through a three windings transformer as one unit. In the case of nuclear

powef station, where a single generator capacity is about 1000 MW which

can justify a bipole, the generator can be connected to four twelve pulse

converters of 250 MW each through converter transformers. In all these

cases the number of converters at the inverter side need not be same as on

the rectifier side. It may be necessary to select the optimum number and

ratings of converters and converter transformers on both rectifier and

inverter sides for a given number of generators in a station. It should take

all possible operating conditions and contingencies into account in order to

minimize the cost of the terminal stations.

In this chapter, a 10X100 MW hydro Po\ter stati.on and a 1000 MW

nuclear station with single generator are considered to determine the rat-

ings of converters and converter transformers taking all possible operating

conditions into account. As discussed in Chapter III, hydro turbines can be

operated under variable speed depending up on available water head and
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loading conditions to maximize the operating efficiency. In the case of a

unit connected nuclea¡ power station, the cost of the turbines and genera-

tors can be reduced by selecting the higher base speed of the turbine gen-

erator sets. In all these cases generators operate at different frequencies. It

is necessary to study the behavior of the unit connectíon schemes at

different possible operating frequencíes under different fault conditions to

ascertain the possible stresses on the generators and converters. A typical

500 MW unit connection scheme is simulated in time domain using Eleetro

Magnetic Transient Program ( EMTDC ) developed by Manitoba Hydro

and the University of Manitoba, under different fault conditions to study

the recovery of the system and stresses on the generator for 60Hz and 70

Hz operation. Additional losses in the generator are computed under these

frequencies of operation to evaluate the derating factor of the generator.

In order to study the possible application of the diode rectifiers for

unit connection scheme, a small signal model of the generator wíth diode

rectifier is developed to control the dc voltage on the rectifier with genera-

tor field excitation. The influence of the controller gain on steady state

stability is evaluated by using root locus technique and the system response

is studied with unit step input. In order to improve the system response

with reasonable gains of the controller and exciter, a compensator net

work has been designed to incorporate in feed forward path of the dc vol-

tage controller. The dynamic behaviour of a 500 MW, 250 kV diode

rectifier scheme is studied in time domain by using EMTDC program to

study the recovery of the system for the dc line fault.
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5.2 Hydro po$¡er station interface with dc system

In view of minimizing the cost of the terminals it is required to select

optimum number of converters and converter transfornners on both termi-

nals taking all possible operatíonal contingencies into account in order to

transmit maximum possible available power. A typical 10X100 MW hydros-

tation for point-to-point unit connection scheme is discussed in the section.

This is a typical case of one of the stations on the Nelson River. The

schematic diagram of the unit connected hydro station with 10 generators

of 100 MW each is shown in Fig. (5.1).Each generator on the sending end

is connected to one l2-pulse converter through converter transformers. If

the transmission voltage is fixed at r- 500 kV, the required dc current is

1000 A. All converters of five units are connected in series per pole at the

sending end in order to obtain 500 kV dc voltage. On the receiving end,

two l2-pulse converters are connected in series per pole. Each l2-pulse

converter is connected to the ac system through Y-Y and Y- A converter

transformers.

Initially, it is assumed that each l2-pulse converter on the inverter side

is rated for 250 kV and 250 MW" But, the final ratings of converters and

converter transformers are determined after studying all possible operating

conditions in order to maintain the required dc voltage in the event of the

outage of some units on the sending end. The selection of the converter

ratings and the need for the provision of taps on converter transformers

are discussed in the following section.
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5.2.L Determination of the ratings of converters and converter

transformers

In order to determine ratings of converters and converter transform-

ers, initially two converters of equal ratings are assunned on the inverter

side.

(a) Sending end under normøl operøtion :

It is assumed that the dc line voltage drop and commutation voltage drop

are neglected and the rectifier operates at the delay angle of. l2o .

Generator ratings : 100 MW, 13.8 kV.

Total dc voltage per pole = 500 kV

Number of l2-pulse converters per pole = J

Number of converter transformers per pole = 5

Rated dc current, Id, = 1000 A

DC voltage per l2-pulse converter = 100 kV

V¿" = V¿o COS ct

v¿o = uú tt
7¡

(s.1)

(s.2)

Where :

V¿" = DC voltage across the l2-pulse bridge.

V¿o : No load dc voltage across the l2-pulse bridge

EL = Line-line ac voltage on the primary of the

converter tran sformer.

From (5.1) and (5.2), E1 can be calculated.
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The secondary side voltage of the transformer, Etr = 37"8 kV

The primary side voltage of the transformer = 13'8 kV

Transformer turns ratio : I :2i4

MVA rating of the transform"t = T Voo I¿, = lÏl MVA

(b) Receiving end under normal operøtion :

Number of l2-pulse converter bridges per pole = /
DC voltage per l2-pulse bridge = 250 kV

But,

V¿. = Vdo cos õ

From (5.1) and (53) with the delay angle, ò = 18o

Secondary side voltage of the converter transformer, EL = 97 kV

Primary side voltage of the converter transformer = 230 kV

Transformer turns ratio = t :0.42

(s.3)

MVA rating of the transform"t = T V¿o I¿" = 274 MVA

The above ratings of transformers and converters are modified taking into

consideration of the following operating conditions. In this case only one

pole of 500 MW capacity with five units are examined for the contingency

evaluation.
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(1) One unit on the sending end is out of serviee :

The net available power on the pole ís 400 MW (807o) because only

four units a¡e under operation. Since the sending end dc voltage drops to

400 kV, the inverter side dc voltage has to be reduced to 400 kV. This can

be achieved by providing +25Vo tap setting on the prirnary side of the con-

verter transformers connected to the 230 kV ac bus. Under this condition,

about 80Vo power of the pole can be transmitted.

(2) Two units on the sending end are out of service :

Under this condition only three units are in operation resulting in 300

MW (60vo) available powef on the pole. To transmít this power one 12-

pulse bridge at the receiving end can be blocked keeping the other in

operation. Since the dc voltage available at the sending end is only 300 kV,

converter transformers at the receiving end should be provided with -17%

tap on the primary side to increase the dc voltage to 300 kV. If each con-

verter bridge is rated f.or 250 MW on the inverter side, the available 300

MW can not be transmitted through the available bridge. Under this condi-

tion two possible solutions can arise. These are as follows :

(i) Reduce the load on each unit by l6.7Vo which means that operating

each generator at 833Vo of its rated capacity. Since the generator efficiency

does not change appreciably under this load as shown in Table 5.1, the sys-

tem can operate at 250 MW load which means a loss of 50 MW available

power. In this case, one converter on the inverter side has to be rated for

300 kV which means that 20Vo more number of thyristors have to be con-

nected in series as compared to that of the other bridge. Under this situa-

tion all three units can be loaded to their rated capacities to transmit 300

MW power.
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(ii) If the inverter side bridges are selected with unequal ratings, one

with 200 MW capacity for 200 kV and the other with 300 MW capacity for

300 kV, the available 300 MW powef can be transmitted by operating 300

MW bridge and bypassing the other 200 MW converter. This configuration

does not require over rating of converters and converter transformers.

This arrangement is more attractive as compared to the former one. The

detailed analysis of this scheme is discussed in the section 5.1.2.

Table 5.1 : Efficiency variation of a 120 MVA,0.85 pf salient pole

synchronous generator with load.

(4) Four or five units on the sending end are out of service:

Under this condition the complete pole has to be shut down.

(5) One 12-pulse bridge on the inverter side is out of service :

If the bridge taken out of service is of 250 MW (50Vo capacity of the

pole), then two units on the sending end have to be tripped. Under this

condition only three units are in operation which can deliver 300 MV/

6Oqù power at 300 kV. The inverter bridge rated for 300 MW capacity

should be operated at -t7Vo tap setting on the primary side of the

transformer to transmit the above power.

Vo Load 1ls 105 100 90 80 75 50

%o Effíciency 98.05 98.0 98.0 98.0 97.9 97.8 97.U.
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If the inverter bridge, taken out of service, is of 300 MW capacity,

then three units on the sending end should be operated at 833Vo rated

capacity with inverter transformers tap settings at -l7Vo. Only 250 ùfW

(50Vo) po$'er can be delivered under this situation.

If the two converter bridges are rated î.or 20Vo more than the nominal rat-

ings initially specified, then in the event of the failure of the one converter

bridge, 60Vo of. the power can be delivered to the system instead of 50Vo

power with the nominal rating converters. This configuration may increase

the cost of the receiving end terminal station which may have to be

compromised with tOVo increase in power transfer capability. The required

number of units at the sending end and the converter bridges and

transformers on the receiving end for different loading conditions are

shown in Table 5.2. For example, for 65Vo load condition (650 MW), four

units can be operated at t00Vo load on one pole and three units at 83.3Vo

load on other pole. The generators on the other pole at 83.3Vo load operate

at ll.9Vo efficiency as shown in the Table 5.2. Since the change in the gen-

erator efficiency between 50Vo to t00Vo loading is not significant, the unit

connection scheme for hydro power station has the flexibility of operating

under all possible loading conditions. When the units are operating under

partial loads depending up on the load demand, turbine efficiency under

normal speed operation may decrease. If turbines are operated under vari-

able speed depending upon the available water head and load demand,

which is possible in the case of unit connection schemes, the turbine

efficiency can be maintained at the maximum possible value as discussed in

Chapter III.

If the number of units for the scheme shown in Fig. 5.1 are selected

four instead of five per pole, the number of transformers can be reduced to
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four on the sending end which may lead to saving in cost of the terminal.

But the ratings of the converters and converter transformers on the send-

ing end have to be increased to ?SVo more than the previous scheme for the

same pourer transfer capability

If two l2-pulse converters of 250 kV, 250 MW ratings are chosen per

pole on the inverter side,*33% tap settings are to be provided on the pri-

mary side in order to transmit the maximum available power in the event

of failure of one unit on a pole. If three units on a pole are taken out of

service, complete pole has to be shut down, where as in the case of five

units per pole, this situation may not happen if the converters on the

inverter are selected with 200 MW,200 kV and 300 MW, 300 kV ratings.

In the event of failure of one l2-pulse converter on the inverter side

two units can be tripped in which case only 250 MW (50Vo pole capacity)

can be transmitted. If one of the converter is rated 25Vo more than the

other, then 375 Mr# power (75Vo pole capacity) can be transmitted. Table

53 shows the operation of 8X125 MW unit connection scheme for different

loading conditions.
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Table 5.2 : Loading sequence of generators and converters of a 10X100 MW
unit connected station depending up on the load demand.

Vo load
Number of
lm MW

units

Number of 250 MW
bridges at the inverter

terminal

Voload
on each

unit

Efficiency
of each
Âenerator

Total
power
in MW

(Mw) polel pole? polel ple? polel pole? polel pole2 polel pole2

1ü)
(looo¡

5 5 z z lu) 100 98.0 98.0 5(x) fx)

95
(950)

5 5 2 2 95 95 98.0 98.0 475 475

90
(eoo)

5 5 2 2 90 90 98.0 98.0 450 450

85
(8s0)

5 4 z
(+25Vo ta9\

2 100 875 98.0 98.0 500 350

82
(E20)

4 4 2
(+25Vo taol

2
G25Vo tao\

t02 toz 98.U2 98.02 41,5 415

80
(800)

4 4 2
(+25qo taDI

2
(+25% twl

100 100 98.0 98.0 400 ¡lO0

75
(7s0)

4 4 z
(+25Vo taÞ\

2
(+25Vo tao\

94 94 98.0 98.0 375 375

70
(700)

5 2 221 100
(+25% tao\

100 98.0 98.0 500 200

65
(6s0)

4 3 2
G25% taol

I
G77Vo tao\

100 833 98.0 97.9 400 250

63
(630)

3 3 2
(+25Vo tao\

2
(+25Vo tao\

105 105 98.04 98.04 315 315

60
(600)

3 3 2
(+25Vo tap\

2
(+25Vo tao\

100 100 9E.0 98.0 300 300

55
(5s0)

3 3 2
(+zíVo tapl

2
(+25% tao\

913 9r.7 98.0 98.0 27s 275

50
(s00)

5 2 100 98.0 500

45
(4s0)

5 2 90 98.0 450

¡lO

(400)
4 2

(+25Vo tao\
100 98.0 400

35
(3s0)

4 2
(+25Vo tae\

875 97.9 350

30
(3m)

3 I
(-l7Vo tap

and 25Vo

over rating)

100 98.0 300

25
(2s0)

3 I
(-17% tap\

833 97.9 zfl

?ß
(200)

2 1
(+25Vo taol

100 98.0 200

15
(1s0)

2 I
(+25Vo tap\

75 97.8 150

10
(100)

Total bipole shut down



Vo load
Number of

125 M\tf
units

Number of 25{) MW
bridges at the inverter
terurinal

Voload
on each

unit

Efficiency
of each

fenerator

Total
Power
in MrW

(Mw) polel pole? polel pole2 polel pole? polel pole2 polel pole?

1U)
(1000)

4 4 2 z 100 100 98.0 98.0 5{x) fx)

95
(es0)

4 4 2 2 95 95 98.0 98.0 475 475

90
(e00)

4 1 2 2 90 90 98.0 98.0 450 450

85
(8s0)

4 4 2 2 t5.0 85.0 98.0 98.0 425 425

79
(7e0)

4 1 2 2 79.O 79.0 97.9 97.9 395 395

78
(780)

3 3 2
(+33Vo tap)

2
(+33Vo taP\

104 104 98.0 98.0 390 390

75
(7s0)

3 3 2
(+33Vo tap\

2
(+33Vo tap\

100 100 98.0 98.0 375 375

70
(700)

3 3 2 2
(+33Vo tap\

933
(+33Vo tao\

933 98.0 98.0 350 350

65
(6s0)

3 2 2
(+33Vo tap)

I 105 105 98.04 98.04 325 325

60
(600)

3 2 2
(+33Vo tap\

1 100 90 98.0 98.0 300 300

55
(ss0)

3 2 2
(+33Vo tap\

1 88.0 88.0 98.0 98.0 275 275

50
(s00)

4 2 100 98.0 500

45
(4s0)

4 2 90 98.0 450

¡lo
(400)

4 2 80 97.9 400

39
(3eo)

3 2
(+33Vo tap)

105 98.04 390

35
(3so)

3 2
(+33Vo tap\

93.4 98.0 350

30
(300)

3 2
(+33Vo tap

80 97.9 300

25
l.2fi\

z 1 100 98.0 zfl

20
(200)

2 1 80 97.9 ?ßa

15

1150)
2 1 ó0 973 150

10
(100)

2 I 40 97 100
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Table 53 : Loading sequence of generators and converters of a 8X125 MW

unit connected station depending up on the load demand.
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5.2.2 Determination of the ratings of converters and converter

transformers with unequal bridge ratings at the inverter

It is assumed that the inverter terminal consists of two l2-pulse con-

vefters, one with æ0 MW and 2ü) kV rating and the other with 300 MW

and 300 kV rating per pole. There are five units of 100 MW capacity each

per pole.

(ø) Receiving end under normøl operation :

Number of l2-pulse converter bridges per pole = /
DC voltage across the l2-pulse bridge of 200 Mw capacity = 300 kV

But, From (5.1) and (53) with the delay angle, õ : 18o

Secondary side voltage of the converter transformer, EL = 78 kV

Primary side voltage of the converter transformer = 230 kV

Transformer turns ration = 1 :034

MVA rating of the tansformet = T V¿o I¿" = 2ll MvA

DC voltage across the l2-pulse bridge of 300 MW capacity = 300 kV

Secondary side voltage of the converter transformer, EL = 117 kV

Primary side voltage of the converter transformer = 230 kV

Transformer turns ration = I :0507

MvA rating of the tansformet = f V¿o I¿" = 316 MvA

The tap setting requirements on the converter transformers are determined

after evaluating the system for all possible operating conditions taking all
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possible contingencies into account.

(1) One unit on the sending end is out of service :

In this case the net available power is only 400 MW on the pole. Since

the voltage on the sending end dropped to 400 kV, the inverter side vol-

tage has to be reduced to this value. If the converters on the inverter side

are provided with *20Vo tap setting on the primary side, then the dc vol-

tage on the inverter side can be reduced to 400 kV. Under this condition

80Vo power on the pole can be transmitted.

(2) Two units on the sending end are out of service

In this situation only 300 MW power is available for transmission at

300 kV. This power can be transmitted by operating only 300 MW bridge

at 300 kV on the inverter side.

(3) Three units on the sending end are out of service :

Only 200 MW ( 40Vo of the pole capacity ) is available for transmis-

sion. Since the voltage at the sending end is only 200 kV, by operating

only 200 MW, 200 kV l2-pulse bridge on the inverter, 200 M\ry power can

be transmitted.

(4) Four units on the sending end are out of service :

In this condition only one unit is in operation on the pole delivering

100 MW power at 100 kV" To transmit this power, the 200MW,200 kV 12-

pulse bridge on the inverter side can be operated as rectifier and the other
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l2-pulse converter of 300 MW can be operated at 300 kV. In this situations

the losses for the 200 MW bridge operating as rectifier on the inverter side

should be supplied from the receiving end.

(5) One 12-pulse bridge on the receiving end is out of service :

If the bridge taken out of service is of 200 MIil capacity, two units on

the sending end should be tripped thereby 300 MW (60Vo)power can be

transmitted. If the bridge taken out of service is of 300 M\il' capacity, three

units on the sending end have to be tripped. In this case only 200 MW

(40Vo) power can be transmitted. But, in the previous case where the

inverter side is equipped with two bridges of equal ratings, 50Vo power can

be transmitted under this condition. Therefore the arrangement of the

converter bridges with unequal ratings on the inverter side may be more

economical and has the operational flexibility than that of the previous

arrangement. Moreover tap settings are only required on the positive side

to decrease the voltage in the event of outage of one unit. It has the opera-

tional flexibility to transmit maximum available power for different loading

conditions as shown in Table 5.4.



Vo load
Number of
lm MW

units

Number of bridges at the inverter Voload
on each

qenerator

Total
power
in M\ilpolel oole?

( t'fw ) polel ple? 200 Mw
Bridge

3m Iflil
Bridge

200 Mw
Bridge

300 Mw
Bridge

polel pole? polel pole2

100
(1000)

5 5 1 1 I I 1U0 I0t) 500 500

95
(e50)

5 5 1 I I 1 95.0 95.0 475 475

90
(e00)

5 5 1 I 1 1 90.0 90.0 450 450

85
(8s0)

5 5 1 1 1 1 85.0 85.0 425 425

82
(820)

5 5 1 I 1 1 82.0 82.0 410 410

80
(800)

5 3 I 1 1 100 100 500 300

75
(7s0)

5 3 1 1 1 100 83.3 500 250

70
(700)

5 2 1 I 1 100 100 500 200

65
(6s0)

5 2 1 1 1 100 75.O 500 150

Q
(600)

3 3 1 1 100 83.3 300 250

55
(550)

3 3 1 1 100 t3.3 300 250

50
(s00)

5 1 1 100 500

45
(450)

5 1 1 90.0 450

40
(400)

4 1 1 80.0 400

35
(3s0)

2 2 I 1 100 75.0 200 150

30
(300)

3 1 100 300

25
(250)

3 1 833 250

2A
(200)

2 I 100 200

15
(1so)

2 1 75.0 150

10
(1oo)

1 1

( operates
as rectifier)

1 100 100
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Table 5.4 : Loading sequence of generators and converters of a 10X100 MW
unit connected station depending uP on the load demand"
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5.3 Interface of 1000 M\ry nuclear po\ryer station with dc system

Nuclear power stations have the flexibility of choosing large rating

generators and turbines. If the rating of the single generator is chosen as

1000 MW, it can justify a bipole. In this case two possible alternatives can

arise in selecting the number of converters per pole on the sending end

and the receiving end terminals. These are

(1) One converter of 500 MW, 500 kV per pole on each side.

(2) Two converters of 250 MW, 250 kV per pole on each side.

If the first alternative is selected for the station, ín the event of outage of

any converter on either side, the complete pole is lost. If the second alter-

native is chosen, then in the event of failure of one converter on either

side only 50Vo capacity of the pole is lost. This alternative increases the

power transfer capability as compared with the previous case. Hence

second alternative with two l2-pulse converters per pole is selected due to

aforesaid reasons. The generator is connected to each l2-pulse converter

through Y-Y and Y- A transformers. The converters on both sides of the

pole are connected in series to obtaín 500 kV dc voltage. The transformers

on the sending side are not provided with taps, since the generator termi-

nal voltage can be kept at the preset value by its excitation control. The

transformers on the receiving end are to be provided with tap settings in

order to take care of ac voltage fluctuations as in the case of the conven-

tional current collector scheme.

Since the efficiency of the generator would not change appreciably

with the load up to 50Vo capacity as mentioned in the earlier section, the

system can oPerate at any load up to 5070 capacity without appreciable loss

in the generator efficiency. The steam turbine efficiency also does not

change appreciably with load up to s\Vo capacity. But, under very low load
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conditions, say less than 4OVo, the steam in the Low Pressure stage of the

turbine may saturate and cause corrosion on the turbine blades. Normally

nuclear power stations are opeíated as base load stations in which the

operation of the station under light load condition may be a remote possi-

bility.

In conclusion, if unit connection scheme is adopted for nuclear power

stations for transmitting power through HVDC link, the selection of con-

verters and converter transformers is similar to that of a conventional

current collector scheme. But, it has the advantage of operating the tur-

bines and generators at higher base speed in order to minimize the capital

cost of units.

5.4 Discussions

In the case of hydro power stations, if unit connection schemes are

adopted, the ratíngs of converters and converter transformers are selected

based on the number of generators and taking all possible operating condi-

tions to transmit maximum available power. For example, in the case of

10x100 MW station with five units of each 100 Mw capacity per pole, if
two l2-pulse converters are chosen, each with three units capacity on the

inverter side, in the event of outage of one converter, 60vo of the power

can be transmitted on the pole. However, this may increase the cost of the

terminal station. On the other hand, if one of the converters is chosen with

three units capacity and other one with two units capacity, in the event of

outage of the lower capacity converter 60Vo power can be transmitted. But

if the higher capacity converter is out of service, only 40Vo power can be

transmitted on the pole. In this arrangement over ratings of converters are

not required. Hence, this arrangement is ptreferred from an economical
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point of view. It is shown that if the number of units are more in a power

station, operational flexibility to transmit maximum available Power

increases under different loading and operational contingencies. The selec-

tion of the ratings of theconverters and converter transformers on the

receiving end depends upon the possible operating conditions to transmit

maximum available powef taking economical aspects into account. For

nuclear power stations the selection of converter and converter transform-

ers rating on the receiving end is the same as in conventional schemes.
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5.5 Digitat simulation of the unit connection scheme

In order to evaluate the possible stresses on generators and converters

and also to study the recovery of the system for different faults, a typical

250 kv, 500 Mw, 2000 A, unit connection scheme has been simulated in

time domain using the Electro-Magnetic Transient Program (EMTDC)

which has been developed by Manitoba Hydro and the University of Mani-

toba. The schematic diagram of the system considered for digitai simula-

tion is shown in Fig. (5.2).As seen from the above figure, the total system

is divided into four sub systems to improve the computational efficiency. A

556 miles long dc transmission line is modelled with frequency dependent

parameters. The transformer is modelled as coupled circuits. The rectifier

is equipped with constant current control and the inverter with minimum

extinction angle control to minímize the reactive power consumption

thereby minimizing the valve stresses.

The sending end station consists of five units each with 120 MVA gen-

erator connected to a l2-pulse bridge through Y-Y and Y- A transformers

and the converter bridges are connected in series. The receiving end con-

sists of two l2-pulse converters, connected in series, each one with 250 kV

and 250 MW ratings. The generator is modelled in d-q-o components and

the saturation is taken into account by modifying the magnetizing reac-

tance as a function of the magn etízing current [25] with piecewise lineari-

zation of the saturation curve of the machine. Thyristor controlled excita-

tion system along with the automatic voltage regulator model is used to

keep the generator voltage constant. The pole controller and the valve

group controllers models used in this simulation are shown in Figs. (53a)

and (53b) respectively. The static excitation system with automatic voltage
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regulator model is shown in Fig. (53).

5.5.1 DC controls

The block diagram of dc controls on the rectifier and the inverter ter-

minals is shown in Fig. (5.4).

The pole controller shown in Fig. (53a) is a constant current controller.

The measured dc current is compared with the input current order which

is obtained by dividing the power order by the dc voltage. The master con-

troller sends the current orders to the pole controllers of both rectifier and

inverter. The current controller on the inverter side is provided with

current margin so that it would not operate under normal operating condi-

tions. The current error is passed through the proportional and integral

controller to obtain the desired ignition angle, c, which is used as input to

the valve group controller to keep the dc current at the set value. If the

valve gfoup controller shown in Fig" (53b) is in rectifier mode, the 'which

ever is least ' block selects the cror¿", from the pole controller and delivers

it to the firing control circuit. If the valve group is in the inverter opera-

tion with constant extinction angle control [26], then 'whichever is least'

circuit selects corder form the upper circuit. This circuit monitors the

extinction angle, I and selects the lowest value, Imeasured, over a period of

a cycle to generate the Idesired order. The 16"s."¿ is equa.l to the 1o¡o if the

îmeesured is greater than the ^Vm¡n. However, if Irio is greater than the

îmeasuredr the 16"r¡r"6 is advanced to Imjn + ( t.¡o - rmeasured ), in order to

avoid commutation failure. The actual firing angle (r = 1r - F, is deter-

mined by solving the following equation [26].
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cosl = X, I¿"*cosP

Where, X" is the net commutation reactance.

5.5.2 System startuP - simulation

All the generators are brought to the rated voltage after blocking and

by-passing both rectifier and inverter. In the EMTDC simulation, the gen-

erator can be brought to the steady state condition in shorter time (0.1 s)

with proper steady state initial conditions in the program. At t=0 s with

both rectifier and inverter under block and bypass condition, the firing

angle at the rectifier is set to 50 and the the inverter to 57o, which means

the inverter operates in rectifier mode. At l: 0.1 s' the inverter is

deblocked and the bypass switch is opened. The dc current circulates in

the line since the inverter operates in the rectifier mode at cr = 57o and the

rectifier at that time has been bypassed. During this period the current

order is set to 03 p.u. At t=0.15 s, the rectifier is deblocked and the

bypass swítch is opened, and the inverter is forced into inversion mode by

setting the firing angle to 1100. The dc current is ramped to 1.0 p.u with

proper famp rate. Under steady state the rectifier operates in constant

current control and the inverter in constant extinction angle control mode

with t equal to 18o. A current controller is also provided at the inverter

end with curfent margin of 0.1 p.u. If the dc voltage at the rectifier end

falls below the value at the inverter, then the inverter takes over the

current control and maintains the current at the set value (0.9 p.u) which

means that the inverter brings down the dc voltage at its terminal below

that of the rectifier such that the above set current is maintained. Under

this condition the rectifier operates at minimum alpha ( o = 50 ) and the
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inverter at a large firing angle ( p control ). This situation may happen

when some of the units on the rectifier end are taken out of service. Nor-

mal control modes can be restored by changing ProPer taps on inverter

transformefs of by blocking cofresponding inverter bridges. Current con-

trol operation at the inverter is not recommended for operation for long

time, since the reactive Power consumption by the inverter bridges may

increase which may lead to increase in voltage stress on valves'

5.5.3 Simulation results

In order to study the dynamic behavior of the unit connection scheme,

under different fault conditions, the following faults are simulated on the

system for 60 Hz and 70Hz operations"

(1) DC line fault at the rectifier for 12 cycles'

(2) Permanent dc block

(3) Three phase to ground fault at the generator terminal for 5 cycles'

(4) Single line to ground fault on the generator terminals.

These faults have been studied with 25 short circuit ratio at the inverter

end. The short circuit ratio is defined as the ratio of the short circuit

capacity of the system to the dc power. The simulation results are shown in

Table 55.

(I) : DC line fault øt the recfifier :

The fault is created on the dc line at t=0.1 s and then cleared at t=03

s. The simulation results are shown in Figs. (55a) and (55b). It can be

observed from the above results that immediately after clearing the fault,

2.8 p.u and 2.9 p.u peak values in dc voltage for 60 ÉIz and 70 Hz operation
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respectively. But the voltage fose to 1.25 p.u and 130 p.u observed on the

generator terminals during the fault period. No unusual dynamic overvol-

tages have been observed at the generator terminals after clearing the

fault. The dc power and dc current recovered to 0.9 pu value in 200 ms.

(2) : Permanent dc block :

Converter valves on both rectifier and inverter are blocked by renoov-

ing the firing pulses and by-pass valves are turned on at the same time in

order to simulate the full load rejection. The simulation results are shown

in Figs. (5.6a) and (5.6b).

The generator terminal voltage rose to 1.143 p.u and 1.2 p.u for 6A Hz

and Z0 Hz operation respectively after blocking both converters. These vol-

tages are brought down to 1.0 p.u with the help of automatic voltage regu-

lator after 0.7 s. The dc current decreased to zero in 0.6 s which depends

on the dc line time constant. The inverter side ac voltage rose to 1.1 p'u

and 1.16 p.u for 60 Hz and 70 Hz operations respectively. Dynamic over-

voltages appeared on the ac side of converters which are within the accept-

able limits.

(3) : Three phøse to ground fault øt the generøtor terminqls :

The simulation results for the above fault for 5 periods are shown in

Figs. (5.7a) and (5.7b) for ó0 Hz and 70 Hz operation respectively' This

fault is cleared by generator ac circuit breaker.

It can be observed from the simulation results, the generator is

stressed to 4.0 p.u and 3.63 p.u short circuit currents for 60 Hz and 70 Hz

operation. But, in the case of unit connection scheme, generators and con-

verters are located in the close proximity, the probability of occurence of
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this type of fault is remote and hence the generator breaker can be elim-

inated. In the event of incipient faults in the generator like interturn

faults, core fault etc. the complete unit can be tripped by blocking the con-

veftefs. The dc power and dc current recovered to 1.0 p.u in 415 ms and

259 ms for 60 Hz and 70H;z respectively. The dc voltage spikes of 1.58 p.u

and 2.0 pu have been observed immediately after clearing the fault for 60

Hz and 70Hz operation. The dc voltage settled down in both cases to 1.0

p.u in 300 ms.

(4) : Single line to ground fault øt the rectifier end :

The simulation results for the above fault for 5 periods are shown in

Figs. (5.8a) and (5.8b) for 60 Hz and 70 Hz operation respectively. The

maximum generator current of. 2.82 p.u and 23 p.u is observed in the

faulted phase for 60 Hz and 70Hz operations, respectively. The dc current

and the dc voltage recovered to 1.0 pu in 200 ms and 150 ms after clearing

the fault for the above respective cases. But the peak dc voltages of 1.3 p.u

and 121 p.u are observed immedietely after clearing the fault for the 60 Hz

and 70 Hz operation.

5.5.4 Discussions

It can be observed from the simulation results that the dc power recovery

is faster in the case of 70 Hz operation (300 ms ) as compared to ffi Hz

operation (400 ms ). This is due to a decrease in short circuit ratio at the

rectifier terminal at 70 Hz operation as compared to 60 Hz operation.

Since high frequency operation increases the systenr impedance thereby

reducing the short circuit ratio. Whereas the voltage stresses are more and

the current stresses are less in the case of 70 Hz operation as compared to

ffi Hz operation. In the event of permanent dc block ( full load throw off
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), the maximum voltage rise of 1.2 p.u is observed in the case of 7A Hz

operation and 1.143 p.u in the case of 60 Hz operation for unit connection

scheme. The overvoltages are higher in the case of. 70 Hz operation

because in order to meet a higher level of reactive power consumption of

the converter, the generator is relatively over excited. In the case of con-

ventional schemes where ac filters exists on ac converter bus, in the event

of a load through off a danger of self excitation may occur. It can be

observed that the pulsations in the air gap torque due to harmonic currents

are not significant as compared to the average torque.

Type of
the fault
(60 Hz I 70llz)
oDeration

Generator
voltage
Va P'u
max)

Generator
current
Ia P'u
(max)

Field
current
Ir P'u
(max)

DC
current
I¿, P'u
(max)

DC
voltage
v¿. P'u
(max)

DC Line fault
at the rectiûer
(12 cycles)

t.25 I Ln 1.27 I 1.27 2.21 2.42 1.08 / 1.18 2.67 I 29

Three phase to
ground fault
at the rectifier
(5 cycles)

3.t2 t 4.1 4.0 I 3.63 3.0 t 3.2 1.581 2.0

SLG fault at
the rectifier
(5cycles)

t.0 I t.t 2.81 I 2.7 2.38 I 2.7 1.1 I 1.1 1.3 t 1.21

Permanent
dc block 1.743 I 1.2 2.0 12.1

Table 55 : System parameters under fault conditions for 60 Hzl70 Hz operation
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5.6 Unit connection schemes with diode bridge rectifiers

5.6.1 Introduction

If the diode bridge converters are chosen instead of thyristor convert-

ers at the sending end terminal for unit connection scheme, the cost of the

sending end terminal can be reduced. The advantages of the diode rectifier

schemes are as follows.

(1) Diodes are cheapef as compared to thyristors for a given rating'

(2) Non existence of grid control circuitry at the sending end may result

in further savings.

(3) Fast telecommunication link between sending and receiving ends can

be eliminated.

(4) Increased reliability and easier maintenance'

(5) Reduction in the operating cost.

(6) Harmonic curfents flowing into the generator are minimum.

However, the diode rectifiers schemes have the following disadvantages.

(1) Requirement of dc or ac circuit breakers to protect the system under

dc line faults due to the absence of grid control action for diodes.

(Z) Diode bridges are to be rated to withstand fault currents for at least 5

cycles which is the time required to open the ac circuit breaker'

(3) Since the inverter under constant current control mode operates at

large firing angles, the reactive Power consumption by the inverter is

greater and hence more voltage stresses on converter valves' This may

lead to an increase in the ratings of valves on the inverter side'
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In view of the above mentioned pros and cons of the diode rectifier

unit connection scheme, a detailed study may be required in order to asses

whether in overall terms the above scheme is cost effective as compared to

the thyristor rectifiers scheme.

A small signal model of the generator with diode rectifier bridges is

developed to derive a transfer function between dc voltage and the genera-

tor field voltage in order to control dc voltage through generator field cxci-

tation. A controller is designed with proper compensation in order to

obtain the optimum fesponse through root locus technique as shown in

Appendix V. A 5[)0 MW, 250 kV diode rectifier scheme is simulated in

time domain using the EMTDC program to study the recovery of the sys-

tem for dc line faults and evaluate the possible stress on the converter

valves and the generator.
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5.7 Digitat simulation of diode rectifier unit connection scheme

The simulation set up shown in Fig. (5.20) represents one pole of 500

MW capacity at 2$ kV. Five generators of 120 MVA are represented by a

single generator of 5X120 MVA capacity and connected to a l2-pulse diode

bridge converter through Y-Y and Y-A transformers. Due to the absence of

control action of diode rectifiers, the system must be protected against the

dc line fault by means of a dc circuit breaker in the dc line or a generator

ac circuit breaker. In this simulation generator ac circuit breaker is used to

protect the system for dc line faults. The recovery of the system for the dc

line fault is studied by simulating the above system in time domain using

the EMTDC program. Generator excitation control is used to control the

dc voltage at the rectifier end and constant current control is used on the

inverter side. The exciter ceiling voltage is limited to -r 5.0 p.u.

5.7.1 System startup:

Before starting the system, the inverter is blocked and by passed and

the generator circuit breaker is open. The generator is brought to the

steady state condition with its rated terminal voltage in shorter time in the

simulation by inputing proper initial conditions. At t=0.1 s the generator

breaker is closed at the same time the inverter is forced into rectifier mode

by setting the firing angle to 57o to build up the dc current in the line. At

t= 0.15 s, the inverter is brought in to inversion mode by setting a to 1100.

The system reached steady state condition in 0.4 s as shown in Fig. (5.20).
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5.7.2 Simulation results:

When the system is under steady state, at t:0.2 s, the dc line fault at

the rectifier terminal is created. After 5 cycles delay which is normally the

total opening time of the ac circuit breaker, the generator breaker is

opened and the field voltage is forced to - 5.0 p.u and the inverter is

blocked and by passed. The rectifier is also by passed so that the stored

energy in the dc line decays rapidly which depends upon the time constant

of the dc line. The current in the dc line reduced to zero in 0.8 s after the

inception of the fault. At t=1.0 s, the generator breaker is closed and at

the same time the the rectifier and inverter bypass switches are opened.

The inverter is forced into rectifier mode by setting s. = 57o for 0.05 s and

then into inversion mode by setting c = 1100. The dc current is ramped at

9 p.u/s. The dc power recovered to 1.0 p.u in 2.2 s after the instant of res-

tarting. The peak dc voltage oî. 137 p.u has been observed immediately

after restaring at the rectifier terminal and 1.24 p.u at the inverter side.

The generator current reached to 2.05 p.u immedietely after the fault. The

diodes have to withstand this current stress at least for 5 cycles. The total

recovery time to restore the system after the occurence of the dc line fault

is 3.0 s. This long time is due to large generator field time constant. The

símulation results for dc current, dc voltage, dc power' field current and

reactive porver are shown in Fig. (5.22a). The other parameters like genera-

tor current, generator voltage, field voltage and generator electric torque

are shown in Fig. (5.22b). The system recovered without any oscillations, in

3.0 s. This is a very long time as compared to the thyristor converter

schemes in which case the recovefy time is 200 ms for the same fault.
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5.7.3 Conclusions

Diode rectifier unit connection schemes have economic advantages as

compared to thyristor schemes. Eventhough the sytem recovered smoothly

after clearing the dc line fault, the long fecovery time may not be accept-

able from the system point of view. Detailed engineering evaluation will

therefore be required to implement such scheme.
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CHAPTER VI

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF UNIT CONNECTION SCHEMES

6.L Introduction

The crux of this investigation is to ascertain the possibility of unit con-

nection schemes as viable alternatives to that of conventional current col-

lector schemes. The technical analysis of unit connection schemes have

been covered in the previous chapters. It is therefore necessary at this

juncture to carry out the cost analysis of both schemes for relative com-

parison. In this chapter, a typical 10X100 MW hydro power station and a

1000 MW nuclear power station with single generator are analyzed for

economic evaluation for both conventional current collector schemes and

unit connection schemes with the available cost figures of the connected

equipment from Manitoba Hydro and some manufacturers. This analysis

gives approximate cost of the terminal stations for relative comparison of

the two types of schemes. In order to evaluate the accurate cost of the sta-

tion, the most recent cost of the equipment from the manufactures is

required.

62 A 10X100 MW hydro power station with conventional current

collector scheme

The single line diagram of a typical 10X100 MW hydro Power station

with conventional current collector scheme with bipolar arrangement is
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shown in Fig. (6.1).As seen from this figure, each generator equipped with

the generator breaker and generator transformer is connected to the con-

verter ac bus through short transmission line. The ac switch yard consists

of a double bus structure with four breakers per bay serving three elements

in a breaker-and-a-third scheme. This arrangement is selected for reliable

opefation. Tuned ac filters of llth, 13th and high pass are connected to

the ac bus. Two sets of these filters are usually connected to the bus for

reliable operation in the event of failure of one set" The sending station

consists of four 250 MW, 250 kV, l2-pulse converters with two bridges con-

nected in series per pole to obtain 500 kV dc voltage. Two coverter

transformers each with 150 MVA capacity with Y-Y and Y-A configuration

are connected to each l2-pulse converter. Each l2-pulse bridge is provided

with high speed by-pass switch and a surge arrestor. The dc switch yard

consist of dc reactors one on each pole with 12 th and high pass filters. The

dc switches and surge arrestors at different positions are not fully shovrn in

the single line diagram. The receiving end station consists of four l2-pulse

bridges with two winding transformers and ac tuned filters similar to the

sending end.

The cost break down of the terminal equipment in Canadian dollars

per kW based on the available data from the Manitoba Hydro is shown in

Table 6.1.

62.L Economic evaluation of a 10X100 MW conventional current

collector scheme

Based on the available cost figures of the terminal station from Mani-

toba Hydro, a 10X100 MW hydro po\ver station is analyzed for economic

evaluation. The Limestone generating station on the Nelson River is one of
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the typical examples of such scheme.

Table 6.1 : Cost brealc down in C$ per kW of HVDC terminal equipment.

The cost break down in Canadian dollars of the sending end station of the

conventional current collector scheme shown in Fig. (6.1) is given below.

DC System : È 500 kV, 1000 MW

AC System : 230 kV.

Item C$ per kW Remarks

Generator transformer 10.0 100 MW capacity

Generator Breaker 35 1500 MVA breaking capacity at 13.8 kV

230 kV ac switch yard 20.0 Breaker-and-a-third scheme

ac filters 35

Converter transformers 8.4

Converter Value groups 16.0 l2-pulse converters

Valve controls 6.0

Valve cooling 2.8

Converter building 2.0
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(1) : 10 - 13.8 kV, 1500 MVA breaking capacity

generator breakers. @ C$ 035 x 106

(2) : 10 - 13.8 kV/138 kV, generator transformers

each 100 MW capacity @ C$ 1.0 x 106

(3) :5 - Breaker- and-a-third circuit breaker

positions for 230 kV, ac switch yard @ $ 4 x 106

():2 - 2OO MVAR filter banks, @ $ 35 x 106

($ : a - Converter transformers, each Ï)0 MVA

capacity@$2.1 x106

(6) : a - l2-pulse converter valve groups

each 250 kV, 250 MW @ $ 4 x 106

(7) : Valve controls

l8) : Valve cooling

(9) : Other HV equipment

(10) :2 Nos. Smoothing Reactors @ $ 1.6x106

(11) : DC filters @ $ O.g x 106 per pole

(12): Other dc equipment

(13) : Electrode station and line

(1a) : Land and sight development

Sub total 1

(1Ð : Constructíon and Labour cost ( lÙVo sub total 1)

Sub total 2

Sub total 3

(17) Contingency (lÙVo of sub total 3 )

TOTAL COST OF THE SENDING END TERMINAL

=$3.5x106

=$10x106

(16) : Engineering and Supervision (l|Voof sub total 2 ) = $ 13.7 x 106

= $20 x 106

=$7x 106

= $ 8.4x106

=$16x106

=$6x106

=$2.8x106

=$1.2x106

=$3.2x106

=$1.óx106
:$1.3x106

=gl.zx 106

=$0.8x106

=$83x106

=$83x106

=$91.3x106

=$105.0x106

= $ 10.5x 106

=$115.5x106
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From the above analysis, the cost of the sending end terminal of a

10X100 MW hydro power station for conventional current collector scheme

is C$ 1155 x 106 which amounts to C$ 1155.0 per kW. These cost figures

are based on the approximate available data. But, the exact cost analysis

can be performed after obtaining the equipment cost from the manufactur-

ers for a given scheme.

62.2 Economic evaluation of a 10X100 MW unit connection

scheme

In the case of the unit connection scheme, generator breakers, genera-

tor transformers, ac filters and ac switch yard can be eliminated thereby

the cost of the sending end terminai can be minimized. The single line

diagram of the 10X100 MW unit connected hydro power station is shown

in Fig. (6.2\. The approximate cost of the sending end station of the above

scheme is given herewith.
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(1) : 10 - Converter transformers' each 120 MVA capacity

@$1.1 x106

(2) : 10 - l2-pulse converter valve grouPs

each loo kv' loo Mw @ $ 1'6 x 106

(3) : Valve controls

(4) : Valve cooling

(5) : Other HV equiPment

(6) : 2 - Smoothing Reactors @ $ 1.6x106

(7) : DC filters @ $ 0.8 x 106 Per Pole

(8) : Other dc equipment

(9) : Electrode station and line

(10) : Land and sight develoPment

Sub total 1

(11) : Construction and Labour cost ( tïVo sub total I )

Sub total 2

Sub total 3

(17) : Contingen cy (lïVo of sub total 3 )

TOTAL COST OF THE SENDING END TERMINAL

(16): Engineering and Supervision(l|Voof sub total2) = $ 7.8 x 106

: $ 11.0 x106

=$16x106

=$8x106

=$3.0x106

=$1.2x106

=$32x106

=$1.6x106

=$13x106
=$1.2x106

=$05x106

=$47.0x106

=54.7x106

=$51.7x106

=$59.5x106

=$6.0x106
:$65.5x106
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SOURCE : Progress report LA-71I6'PR, dc super conducting

po\yer transmission line project at Los Almos

Scientific Laboratory, January 1978.

Table 6.2 : Cost break down in US $ per Terminal per kW'

DC System : 500 kV, 2500 MW

AC System : 345 kV.

Item US $ per klV (1977) Vo

Transformers 5.74 23.7

Reactors t.28 5.3

Valves 7.75 32.0

Auxiliaries 2.0 8.3

Filters 2.0 8.3

Buildings 1.0 4.2

Total Equipment 19.8 81"8

Installation 3.2 13"2

Project design

and Management t.2 5.0

Total Terminal 24.2 100.0
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If the unit connection scheme is adopted for the above hydro Powef sta-

tion, the cost of the sending end terminal station is only C$ 655x 106. In

order to give the feel of the cost figures of the HVDC equipment, the cost

break down per terminal of 600 kV, 2500 MW station with 230 kV ac

switch yard based on the 1978 prices is shown in Table 6.2. This data

differs marginally from the cost data shown in Table 6.1 which is based on

1985 prices, due to the price escalation from 1978 to 1985. Another interst-

ing curve which gives the turn-key cost of the HVDC terminal station has

been published in 1980 is shown in Fig. (65) [40]. As per this curve, the

total cost of the terminal station is about US $ 50 per kW ( C$ ó5 per kW )

of the installed capacity. This figure does not include generator breakers,

generatof transformers and ac switch yard. From the above analysis, the

installed capacity of the sending end terminal station without generator

breakers and generator transformers is about C$ 76lkw. It may be reason-

able figure taking five years inflation into account.

It can be clearly seen from the above cost analysis that a net amount

of C$ 50.0 X lO6 (S6lVo ) can be saved in the sending end terminal station

by adopting unit connection scheme for the above mentioned station

instead of conventional current collector scheme. Apart from the savings

in minimizing the terminal equipment, further operational savings can be

added for the above, since the hydro power station can be operated under

variable speed depending upon the available water head and load for max-

imizing the efficiency of the turbines. It has been shown in Chapter III that

based on the annual water head variation and load curves of 10X100 MtV

Longspruce generating station on the Nelson River, the expected annual

gains under this operation is about C$ 2X 106. This operation alone can

save about C$ 100 x 10ó for a period of 50 years, if the same period is taken

as the expected life of the station"
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63 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW nuclear power station

In the case of nuclear power station, the size of the turbine and the

generator can be selected to match the converter ratings unlike in the case

of hydro power station where the size and the speed of the turbine and the

generator depends upon the available water head. One of the possible

configurations with two converter bridges per pole is chosen for economic

evaluation. The cost figures of some of the equipment for the nuclear

power station based on 1983 prices are given below [17]'

(1) : Turbogenerator 12-15 US $/kVA ( C$ 16-20 )

(2) : Steam turbines 20-15 US $/kVA ( C$ 25-40 )

(3) : HVDC short connection 50 US $/kW ( C$ 65 )

(4) : Fossile fuel plant 800-900 us $/kw ( c$ 1050-1175 )

63.1 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW point-to-point conven

tional current collector scheme for nuclear power station

The single line diagram of a 1000 Mtil nuclear station with current collec-

tor scheme for porvef transmission is shown in Fig. (6.3). The cost break

down of the sending end terminal station of a 1000 MW nuclear power sta-

tion with conventional current collector scheme is given below.
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(1) : 2 - 22.0 kV, 500 MW rating generator

circuit breakers.

(2) :2 - 525 MVA, generator transformers

(3) : 5 - Breaker- and-a-third circuit breaker

positions for 230 kV, ac switch yard @ $ 4 x 106

Q) :2 - 200 MVAR filter banks, @ $ 35 x 106

Sub total 3

(17) Contingency ( lïVo of sub total 3 )

TOTAL COST OF THE SENDING END TERMINAL

(5) : a - Converter transformers, each 300 MVA capacity

@$2.1 x106 =$8'4x106

(6) : a - l2-pulse converter valve groups

each 250kV,250Mw @ $4x 106 = $ 16x 106

(7):Valvecontrols = $6x 106

(8):Valvecooling = $2.8x 106

(9) : Other HV equipment = $ 1.2 x 106

(10) :2 - Smoothing Reactors @ $ 1'6 x106 = $ 3'2 x 106

(11):DC filters @ $0.8x 106per pole = $ 1'6x 106

(12) : Other dc equipment = $ 13 x 106

(13) : Electrode station and line = $ 1.2 x 106

(1a) : Land and sight development = $ 0.8 x 106

Subtotall =$83.0 106

(1Ð:Construction and Labourcost ( 107osub total 1) = $83x 106

Subtotal2 =$913x106

(16): Engineering and supervision(15%of sub total 2 ) = $ 13.7 x 106

=$3.0x106

=$5.0x106

= $20 x 106

=$7x 106

=$105.0x106

=$105x106

=$1155x106
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From the above cost analysis, the cost of the sending end station for 1000

Mril nuclear power station with conventional HVDC scheme is approxi-

mately C$ 1155 x 106. be C$ 1155 per kW.

63.2 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW nuclear power station

with unit connection scheme

The single line diagram of the unit connected 1000 MW nuclear power

station with single generator is shown in Fig. (6.4). The cost break down

of the sending end station in Canadian dollars is as follows:

(1) : a - Converter transformers' each 300 MVA capacity

250kV,@$2'lxL06

Q) z a - l2-pulse converter valve groups

each 250 kv' 250 Mw @ $ 4'o x 106

(3) ; Valve controls

(4) : Valve cooling

(5) : Other HV equiPment

(6) : 2 Nos. Smoothing Reactors @ $ 1.6x106

(7) : DC filters @ $ O.S x 106 Per Pole

(8) : Other dc equiPment

(9) : Electrode station and line

=$8.4x106

=$16x106

=$6x106

=$2.8x106

=$0.6x106

=$3.2x106

=$1.6x106

=$13x106

= g t.2x 106
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(10) : Land and sight development = $ 05 x 106

Subtotall =$44.4x106

(11):Construction andLabourcost ( l}Vosub total 1) = $45x 106

Subtotal 2 =$48.9x106

(16) : Engineering and Supervision (tS%o of sub total 2 ) = $ 73 x 106

Subtotal 3 =$56.2x106

(17) Contingency ( lTVo of sub total 3 ) = $ 5.6 x 106

TOTAL COST OF THE SENDING END TERMINAL = $ 61.8 x 106

Therefore, the total cost of the sending terminal station of 1ffi0 MW

nuclear station with unit connection scheme is about $ 62.0 x 106. The

expected savings in adopting the unit connection scheme instead of the

conventional current collector scheme is $ 535 x 106.

If the higher base speed of the turbine is selected, further savings can

be expected in the capital cost of the turbine and the generator.

6.4 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW nuelear power station

with back-to-back schemes

If the system stability is the main criteria, then back-to-back asynchro-

nous dc link can be adopted. In this section the cost of the following

schemes are evaluated"

(1) A 1000 MW conventional generating station with turbine, generator

and step up transformer connected to a ac bus.
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A 1000 MW conventional HVDC back-to-back scheme.

A 1000 MW unit connected back-to-back scheme.

6.4.1 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW conventional nuclear

power station

A single line diagram of 1000 MYW generating station with a turbine

and a generator connected to the ac bus through step up transformer is

shown in Fig. (6ó). Out of the total cost of the system, the cost of the tur-

bine is about sOVo, the cost of the generator is about 30Vo , the transformer

cost is l\Vo and the circuit breaker cost is around 6Va . The remainíng 4Vo

is for supervision and control. The cost break down of the above station is

as follows in US dollars.

(1):1000 MW Turbinecost, @ us $ 25l kw = $25x 106 ( C$33x 106 ¡

(2) : 1000 MW Turbogenerator, @ US $ 15/ kYgV = $ 15 x 106 ( C$ 20 x 106 ¡

(3) : 1000 Mw Transformer, @ US $ 5/ kw = $ 5 x 106 ( C$ 65 x 106 ¡

(a) : 6000 MVA, 22kv Breaker, @ US $ 2/ kw = $ 2 x 106 (C$ 2.5 x 106 ¡

The total cost of the station is US $ 47 x 106, which amounts to US $

47tkw ( c$ 61 /kw ).

6.4.2 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MrW nuclear station \ilith

conventional back-to-back scheme

The single line diagram of this scheme is shown in Fig. (6.7). The cost of

this scheme in US dollars is as follows"
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(1) : 1000 MW turbine

(2) : 1000 MW turbogenerator

(3) : Generator breaker position

(4) : 1000 MW converter transformer

(5) : AC filters and compensators

(6) : Rectifier Valves and cooling

(7) : DC choke

(8) : Inverter Valves and cooling

(9) : Receiving end converter

(10): Supervisory control and

structural equipment

TOTAL COST

=US$25x106

= $15x106

= $ 2x106

: $ 5x106

= $ 4x106

= $14x106

= $ 3x106

= $14x106

transformers* Filters* compensators = $ 9 x 106

= $ 9x106

= $100x106

The total cost of the 1000 MW nuclear power station the sending and the

receiving end terminals for the conventional HVDC back-to-back scheme

is uS $ loo x 106 ( c$ 130 x 106 ¡.

6.4.3 Economic evaluation of a 1000 MW unit connected

nuclear power station with back-to-back scheme

The single line diagram of the unit connected back-to-back scheme for

the 1000 MW nuclear station with six phase generator is shown in Fig.

(6.8).The cost break down of the complete station in US dollars is as fol-

lows.
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(1) : 1000 MW turbine

(2) : 1000 MW six phase generator

(3) : Rectifier Valves and cooling

(a) : DC choke

(5) : Inverter Valves and cooling

(6) : Receiving end converter

(7) : Supervisory control and

structural equipmen t (10%)

TOTAL COST

=US$25x106

= $12x106

= $14x106

= $ 3x106

= $14x106

transformers* Filters* compensators = $ 9 x 106

= $ 9x106

= $84.7x106

The total cost of this scheme is about US $ 85 x 106 which amounts to US

$ 85/kW (C$ 110/kW). In this analysis the cost of the six phase generator is

taken approximately as the cost of the conventional three phase generator

less the cost of the transformer. It has been reported in the CIGRE paper

in 1968 by Robert. P et al. that the cost of the 1200 MW six phase genera-

tor lyith a three winding transformer is cheaper than that of a conventional

three phase generator of the same rating [18] .Based on this, the six phase

generator cost is taken as US $ 12 x 106 which is the cost of the three

phase generator less the converter transformer. Additional one million dol-

lars are added to its cost due the requirement of more insulation for the

stator windings. By adopting unit connection scheme for the above station,

about US $ 15 x 106 (C$ 20 x 106¡ can be saved as compared to the conven-

tional back-to-back scheme. In the case of point-to-point scheme, the

expected savings may be around US $ 10 x 106 (c$ 13 x 106¡.

6.4.4 Discussions

ttrith normal ac generating scheme, the 1000 MW generating station

cost is about C$ 61 x 106, which is 2.1 times cheaper than that of the
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conventional HVDC back-to-back scheme and 1.8 times cheaper than unit

connected back-to-back scheme. However, if the HVDC scheme is essential

for system stability point of view, then unit connected back-to-back HVDC

scheme with six phase generator offers about C$ 20 x 106 saving as com-

pared to the conventional back-to-back scheme.

65 Summary and conclusions

The economic evaluation of conventional HVDC schemes and unit

connection schemes has been performed for 1000 MW hydro power station

and nuclear power station based on the available cost data. It is found

that in the case of 10X100 MW hydro power station the cost of the sending

end terminal with conventional current collector scheme is about C$ 115.5

x 106, whereas if the unit connection scheme is adopted, the sending end

station cost has been reduced to C$ 655 x 106. There is a remarkable sav-

ing of C$ 50 x 106 by adopting unit connection scheme. In addition to this

saving, annual savings due to increase in turbine efficiency can be added

due to variable speed operation of turbines. This feature is only possible in

the case of unit connection schemes.

In the case of nuclear power stations the cost of the back-to-back con-

ventional HVDC scheme is around C$ 130 x 106. By adopting unit connec-

tion scheme with six phase generator the cost of the total scheme is

reduced to C$ 110 x L06 which amounts to a net saving of C$ 20 x 106.

However, these HVDC schemes are expensive as compared to the conven-

tional generating station which cost only C$ ó1 x 106. When stability of the

system is a major criteria which warrants the use of HVDC asynchronous

link, then unit connection scheme offers economical advantage as com-

pared to the conventional back-to-back scheme.
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CHAPTER VII

C ON C LU^S/ONS AI,I D REC OM M EN DAT IONS

7.L Major conclusions

The major conclusions resulting from this ínvestigation are as follows:

(1) It has been demonstrated that considerable gains can be obtained by

operating hydraulic turbines at vafiable speeds so as to keep the

operating efficiency at the highest attainable values.

(2) Application of multiphase generators for unit connection schemes are

studied and found that six phase generators are more suitable as com-

pared to five phase or seven phase generators. It has been shown that

the six phase generator has more advantages as compared to the three

phase generator for a given rating, if the size of the generator is above

1000 MW. A six phase generator designed for operation at 0.85 pf and

a three phase generator designed for 60 Hz operation at 0.87 pf can be

operated without derating when feeding l2-pulse rectifier load. If the

three phase generator designed at 0.85 pf at 60 Hz is to be operated at

70IJ2, it must be deratedtoS63Vo. It is also found from the simula-

tion results that the effective commutation reactance of the generator

directly connected to the l2-pulse converter can be best represented as

the arithmetic mean of the d-axis and q-axis subtransient reactances.
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(3) It has been found that a 10X100 MW hydrostation has more opera-

tional flexibility as compared to a 8X125 MW station. If the converter

bridges on the inverter station are selected with unequal ratings ( 200

kV,200 MW + 300 kV, 300 MW ), considerable operational flexibility

can be achieved without tap settings on the converter transformers at

the receiving end.

(4) It has been found from the simulation results that the current stress

on the generator f.or 70 Hz operation is iess than that of 60 Hz opera-

tion, but the voltages stresses on the valves are more in the former

case than in the latter. The system recovered for most of the faults

within 200 ms, even though the recovery under 7A Hz operation is lit-

tle faster than 60 Hz operation due to relatively low short circuit ratio

at the sending end for 70 Hz operation.

(5) From the digital simulation results of a 500 MW, 250 kV' unit con-

nected diode bridge rectifier scheme, it has been found that the total

recovefy time of the system from the dc line fault is 3.0 s, hence may

not be acceptable from system view point.

(6) Based on the economic comparison performed for the hydro and

nuclear power stations with the available data from the Manitoba

Hydro, it is found that if the unit connection scheme is adopted for a

10X100 MW hydrostation instead of conventional current collector

scheme, the expected savings is about C$ 50 x 106 . In addition to this

further gains can be expected due to variable speed operation of the

turbines and reduction in maintenance manpower. In the case of

nuclear power station for back'to-back scheme, the expected saving in
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adopting unit connection scheme is around C$ 20 x 106. Whereas in

the case of point-to-point scheme the expected savings may be about

C$ 13 x 106. Further saving in the capital cost of the turbine and gen-

erator can be expected if higher base speed operation is selected.

(7) From the above investigation, it is found that unit connection schemes

are viable economic alternatives to the conventional current collector

schemes if the power is to be transmitted from remote generating sta-

tions to the load centre.

7 2 Recommendations for future work

(1) Conduct an estimation of iron losses in the generator when fed with

l2-pulse rectifier load using finite element technique in order to find

the derating factor of the generator under fixed and variable speed

operation.

(Z) Study the effecr of dc load on the hydraulic turbine characteristics

under variable speed operation with variable loads'

(3) perform economic evaluation of unit connection schemes for thermal

po$'er stations.

(4) Study the behavior of turbine generator units for nuclear Power sta-

tions at higher base speed operation with respect to critical speeds,

variable dc loads etc.,

(5) Study to minimize the harmonic currents entering into the generator

by injecting proper harmonic currents in the generator field current in

order to cancel the harmonics in the air gap mmf'
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APPENDIX I

A : SIMILARITY CNTERIA FOR HYDROTURBINES

The important parameters governing the performance of a hydraulic

turbine are :

(a) Water head ( H ), ft.

(b) Volume flow rate ( Q ), ft3/s.

(c) Speed ( N ), rpm.

(d) Rotor diameter ( D ), ft.

Since most of the literature and the available data for hydraulic turbines

are in British Systems, in this chapter the same is adopted. Flow similari-

ties occur in turbomachines when geometric, kinematic and dynamic simi-

larities between its model and large prototype exists [13]. These are :

(1) The ratio dimensions of corresponding points in flow field are the

same throughout.

(2') Velocity triangles at corresponding points are also similar.

For example, similar velocity triangles imply equal flow coefficients. Simi-

larity flow in hydrodynamics require a constant ratio between fluid velocity

and peripheral velocity of the runner at all geometrically similar points of

the machines compared. It means that

g = Constant
U
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Where :

V : Huid Velocity, ft/s

Ú = Peripheral Velocity, f.tfs.

But

Volumeflowrate, O = V.e, ft3ls

A

c gz

Therefore

Ê

o
D3.N

v'
E frHct

Where :

o tr V.o2

Peripheral speed of the runner , Ú = $I , rr/,

(I'v o
92

V
U

Where I called the 'Flow Coefficient '

(A.1)
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Dynamic relation :

and also

H " *

H " *

Therefore

e.H Constant

e.H Constant

From the Eqns. ( A2 ) and ( 4.3 )

.¡r= å'H==Constant' D¿. N¿

The Power Coefficient Cp is defined as :

Cp = Ë.{,

o e.H
N.D3 N2

e.P.550
p .N3 .Ds

H.o

v'

IJ"

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.s)

D2

Where :

P= o
s50

( power input in hp )
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p = Density of the u'ater, lbft3.

By similarity condition, we can arrive at :

t5/4
Constant

1.e.

(s00P)tn .Èn N5/2 . D5/2 = Constant
prtz . N3/2 . Dsn gs/q . Es/¿

This constant is called the ' Specific speed of the turbine ' and is denoted

by Ns' .

Where:

500 r/2
N rn

P

This is the dimensionless quantity. But,

Ns K .N,

Where :

g

o3/4Þ

NPrt2

Hs/t

K Constant

N
tds/c

(A.6)

Ns also can be defined as specific speed which is not a dimensionless quan-

tity. This is used in this thesis.

( sso tt¿

E3/4 . prlz

PrnN
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APPENDIX II

I : AI,I ANALYSß OF AIR GAP MMF OF Y-Y CONNECTED

ARMATURE WINDINGS WITH 3OO PN¡SN SHTFT

The generator with Y-Y windings configuration with 300 phase shift

between winding axes is connected directly to two six pulse bridge

rectifiers as shown in Fig. ( 45 ). The armature phase currents are shown in

Fie. ( 4.6 ).

The armature current in phase a is given by :

i"(t) = +{ "ortrt)-}cos(sort)+}cos(7rot)

-f,cos(rlort)+
I

-cos13
(13<,,t)- '''

The conductor distribution of the armature winding of phase a is given by

n"(e) = + N"[ kw1 cos(g)-kw3 cos(3 0)+kw5 cos(5 0)-kw7 cos(7 0)+..](8.2)

The armature m.m.f distribution per pole of phase a due to current i" is :

(6k+1) (6k-1)

(8.1)

õ
þ=ø l:o

h=0 k=0

cos(6k+l)ot cos(6k - 1)c,rt
tF"(o,t)=r**h,.[

Ikw1zr+l)(-1)h#l

I

(8.3)
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Where k and õ are integers resulting in time and space harmonics respec-

tively.

for k =1

= | for other values of k

After simplification the above equation can be written as :

õ=+

_1f
(6k-1) t

I cos [ (6k+1)rot - (2h+1)0] * cos [ (6k+1)r,rt + (2h+1)0]
(6k+1)

cos [ (6k-1)ot - (2h-1)0 ]

* cos [ (6k-1)ot + (2h+1)0 ] (8.4)

W'here

m: (2h+1 )

Na = Number of turns per phase

m the harmonic winding factor, K*, = K¿. .Kor m th harmonic distri-

)))

burion factor, kd. = 
ttt tL]

o 
o.sin(f)

m th harmonic pitch factor, kpu, = cos(ff¡



ta"{ cos [ (6k+1)(o,t - ,ï) - (2h+1xo - 2n /3)l

* cos[ (6k+1xot - r+) + (2h+1xo - zlll

-fr {"", 
t (6k-r)(cot - rï)- (2h+1xe - zf )l

* cos[ (6k-l)(rt - rt)+ (2h+1)(0 - rîn 
]l ]
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Slots per pole per phase.

Slot angle in electrical degrees.

Chording angle in electrical degrees.

I

q

I
€

Since the windings of phase b and phase c are displaced in space O, , i

and 4 f radians, respectively from phase a, the currents in the above

phases are displaced by the same magnitude in time respectively with

respect to the phase a.

The m.m.f distribution of phase b due to the current i6 is given by

(B.s)

Similarly the armature m.m.f distribution of phase c due to current i, is :

(6k+1) { ""., 
(6k+1)(o,t + z!)- (2h+1xe + z}) I



* cos[ (6k+1)(<ot + z\) + (2h+1X0 + z!) I

_t I
(6k-1) t

cos[ (6k-l)(o,t +z!) - (2h+lxo + zf)l

* cos[ (6k-t)(o,t + z!) + (2h+1xe + zf ) ì
)))

(8.6)

The resultant armature m.m.f of phases a, b and c is given by :

F"u. (0, t) = F" (0, t) + ro (0, t) + Fc (0, t)

After simplification the above expression yields to :

D:æ k=æ
F"u( 0, t )=F >

n:odd k:0
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1

(6k+1)

cos[(6k-1)ort-0]

. cos [ (6k+1)cot - 0]
kw'
m

_1
(6k-1)

tF

Where :

E:co ^ kwo,

m
It
[{or+r)

k:æ
cos [ (6k +l)<ot + m0]

m=odd k:0

Fa¡c =
12\Æ N8 ldc

rr2

- #' cos [ (6k-1)r'rt + mo] (8.7)

kwt
=r.

m.n
F(.,o )
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F(.,o ¡ is the magnitude of the the m th armature m.m.f space harmonic

caused by the n th current time harmonic in the windings.

The terms corfesponding to m = 3 and its multiples equate to zero.

IT : ARMATURE MTIF OF Y-WINDING WITH 3OO PNISN SHIFT

The armature current in phase i, is given by :

i, (t) = + [*<,,-;) - frosl't-f) * ]"o, z1't-f )

- f"o, u(cot-f) + fcos 13('t-ä) 
)

The conductors distribution of phase x is given by :

n,(0)= +ll"[cos (e-f ) - ]"o, {e-f ) + f cos s(0-ä)

-fro, z1e-f) + f,cos 
n1o-f)-f"o, 13(0-å) 

)

(8.8)

(B.e)

The m.m.f of phase x due to current it is given by :

Fr(0, t) = i, .nr(0)

:#N"I¿. 
[:¿ 

t [ócosr(6k+r¡1't-f)I



(8.10)

The y and z phase windings are displaced by 2! and a! radíans respec-

tively the from phase x. The currents in the above windings are displaced

by the same magnitude in time with respect to the phase x.

The m.m.f of phase y due to current i, is :

-#cos[(6k-r)('t-å)l)

t æ . (-1)h . cos [ (2h+1xo-å" 
I )

Fy(o,r):S*"t0" î¿' I ffi cos r (6k+r) (ort-f - T"

- # cos[ (6k-r) (ort-f - +" )

.(-1)h . cos[ (2h+1xo- î -+, ,ì 
)
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kw(zt+r)

(2h+1)

Similarly the m.m.f of phase z due to the current i" is :

kw(zn+r)

(2h+1)

F"(0,,1 :#N"r¿" 
[Tä 

r 
IdÐcos[(6k+r)(rot-f 

*flI

I- (6k-Ð cos [ (6k-r) (r'rt-f . +" I

2¡

(8.11)

. (-1)h . cos [ (2h+1X0-f +
3

,,Jì (8.12)
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The resultant m.m.f of x, y and z phases is :

Fryz(e,t):Fr+Fy+Fz

= f' . **, 
,ä 

(-1)k t 
{ [.fu 

cos [(6k+1)r,,t - 0 ]

[rfo cos[ (6k-1)ot . t 
')

-F.+ å 
(-r)k r 

[ócos[(6k+r)o,t 
+50]

# cos [(ók-l)ort - tu 

')

+F.+.ä (-1)k t 
[ócos[(6k+1)@t-70]

ó cos[ (6k-1)r'rt + tt,l

+F+ Imb cos [ (6k+1)ot + lle ]
k=ø

k=0

#cos[(6k-1)ot-t'uf J

- F . iF î t-rl' t Io',-, 
cos [ (6k+tr)r,,t - 130 ]

åcos[(6k-1)ot+t"'J]
(8.13)
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cos(11ort+130)l

2úI
F

2
I¿" N

7Í

The magnitude of F* is zero for m = 3 and all its multiples.

The total armature m.mÍ due to cufrents in two sets of three phase Y-Y

windings displaced in space by 30 degrees is given by :

Fy-y(e,t)=F"u.*F*

= # N" I¿" 
[**r 

I cos(c,rt-o)-f"or1llt,t+0)+*cos(l&,rt-0)-

. + t - f"or15or-50) 
+ 

fcos(zort+50) l

- + [ cos( - ]cos(srot+70) 
+ 

]cos(zrot-70) l

- ÏF I cos(tot+llo) - fcos(1kot-110) 
+ 

fcos(r3<ot+110) - .']

kwro
- Ë [ cos(ot-130)

1

I
-11

(8.14)

U : ARMATURE MÃ4.r OF Y- 
^WINDINGS 

CONFIGURATION.

The generator with Y- A windings connected to two six pulse rectifier

bridges is shown in Fig. ( 4.6 ). The armature phase currents are shown in

+fcos(13û,t-130)- ,)
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Fig. ( 4J ).The number of turns per phase in A connected windings is

taken as tÆ times the number of turns per phase of Y connected windings.

The Fourier analysis of the current wave form io shown in Fig. ( a.7 ) is

given by :

io(t) =
I 
cos('t) + | cos(so,t) - ] cos(z't) + f cos(l 1,,, t) - å cos( 13't ) + ")L to"

1t

. k:æ
- 210" >7t f=O

ô (-1)k 1

(6k+1)
6k+1)rt

-#cos(ot-r)'t)

= **"* iä 6bkwlzr+1) '(-1)h ' cos [ (2h+1)0 ]

Fp(o , Ð=B#*" U, .[

(8.1s)

The turns distribution of phase winding p is given by :

no(o)=f N"ú [ kwr cos(6)-kw3 cos(3 0)+kw5 cos(5 0)-kw7 cos(7 0)+..]

(8.16)

The armature m.m.f distribution per pole of phase p due to current io is :

:{ :{ õ(_,)k r "o'(EfiiT',
h=0 k:0

cos 6k-1
(6k-1)

t

Ikw1zu+1)(-1)h#, 
)

(8.17)

After simplification the above equation can be written as:
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FP( o" I = # { :¿'l t-"'(-t)" ffi '

[.ç!n {r., , 
(6k+1)o,t-(2h+1)0 J*cos [ (6k+t)ot+(2h+t)0]

-# {"*' 
(6k-1)ort - (2h-1)o I

* cos [ (6k-1)ort + (2h+1rt ,] ) )
(8.18)

Where

g= I fork=1
2

= | for other values of k

Since the windings of phase q and phase r are displaced in space Or, i

and + ! radians respectively from phase p, the currents in the above

phases are displaced by same angles in time with respect to phase p.

The m.m.f distribution of phase q due to the current io is :

Fq( o,, I = *& { :¿'î r-,lo(-l)k r ffi

ta'{ cos [ (6k+1)(ort - ,i) - (2h+1X0 - 2n /3) |

* cos [ (6k+1)(ro t - z!)+ (2h+1X0 - rî) 1]
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The armatufe m.m.f distribution of phase r due to the current i, is :

- ó {*, t (6k-r)(ot -r+)- (2h-1X0 - 2î) 1

F,( 0,, I = 4å& 
{ X'î (-,)o(-r)k r ffi

['l
[ 1or+t¡ t

* cos [ (6k-1)(co t - z!)+ (2h+1xe - zf), 
] I ]

(8.1e)

cos [ (6k+1)(cot + Z!) - (2h+1xø + 2r 13) ]

* cos [ (6k+1)(r,,t + z!) + (2h+1X0 + 2t)1

- fr {"., , 
(6k-1)(rot + z!)- (2h-1xo + zf) ì

* cos [ (6k-1)(ot + z!)+ (2h+1xo + zf) I
))Ì

(8.20)

The resultant armature m.m.f of p, q and r phases is given by :

Fpq, (0, t) = Fp (e, t) + Fo (0, t) + F, (o' t)

After simplification, the above expression yields to :

5:.æ t=æ kw. f I
FFq,( e, t ): t,ìooå u (-1)t . tl.*Ð 

cos [ (6k+1)ot - m0]
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-(efu'cos[(6k-1)ort+m0] (B.21)

(8.22)

Where :

F
12\ß N" I¿"

=æ
n2

1

( 12k+1 )

m=æ k*.
mm=odd m:odd

. cos [ ( 12k+1 )rot + m0 ]

The value of F becomes zero for m = 3 and its all multiples.pqr

The afmatufe mmf of a, b and c phase windings due to currents

i" , iu and i, is given by the equation ( 4.7 ).

Therefore, the resultant air gap m.m.f of Y- A windings is :

Fy-¡ =#Io"N" m=æs
a4

( 12k-1 )
cos [ ( lzk-t )rot + m0 ]
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IV : Møchine data

MVA t25.0

Voltage 11.0 kV

Poles 2

Number of slots 72

Pole pitch 36 slots

Coil pitch 33 slots

Slots/pole/phase 6
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APPENDIX III

A .. SIX PHASE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR DATA

2 X 58t MYA,22kYr 0.E5 pfr 3600 rpm round rotor machine.

(ø) Reactances: Resistances:

xa = 0.113 P'u

xtz = 0'113 P'u

xmd : 1'153 P'u

xrr = 0O P.u

x¡ = 0.12 P.u

xt¿ = 0'Û27 P'u

x.s = 0.94 p.u

xlq : 0.032 p.u

x6 = 0.2467 P.u

xq = 0'227 P'u

x'6 = 0.2476 P.u

xq = 0'227 P'u

ra = 0.0008 P'u

rt¿ : 0'0044 P'u

r¡ = 0.00035 P.u

r¡q = 0'002 P'u

Current regulator:

Tt = 0'015 s

Ta =0'1 s

KP = 15oo

RN = 2.0 ohms
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(b) Generator base quøntities:

Ib"r" = 15.1 kA

Vu""" = 123 kV

Za"* : 0.841 O

Ir = 123 p.u ( to produce 1.0 p.u open circuit voltage)

(c) DC system quantíties:

I¿, = 185 kA

V¿" = 56.0 kv
Pd = 103ó MW

Ec = 24'4 kV

Base MVA = I to to.

7t:
3

x2(135x42.4)x185

= 1276 MV A

Z"v: Base impedance of the syst 8"2
em = (MVA)b"-

(24.4\2

1276
: 0.466 O
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B .' SrX PHASE GENERATOR EQUATIONS

(") Induced voltages in the armature windings displaced by 30o:

va = p (ùr¿ cos0 * ûmn sin0 ) + ( r" +L1p )ia

- Lnr piu - Lrr pi" * Lmz pi, - Lrz piy (c.1)

vx = pùmd cos (0-f) + ü.q sin (0-ft * ( r"*L1p ) i,

-Lmr piy - L.r Pi" * L^z Pi" - L.z Pi. (c.2)

Where :

Ll = Leakage inductance of an armature coil without

coupling with other coils.

*L^z = Mutual inductance between coils displaced by {- T)o

due to the part of the flux which does not crossthe air gap.

-Lmz = Mutual inductance between coils displaced by + l50o

due to the part of the flux which does not crossthe air gap.

-Lmr = Mutual inductance between coils displaced by 4- l20o

due to the part of the flux which does not crossthe air gap.

L1, Lml and L.2 are assumed to be independent of the rotor position.

(1) : d-q-o axis equations for armature winding set 1 :

ve = v¿1 cos0 + vql sin0 * vo1 (c3)

ia = i¿1 cos0 * io1 sinO * ior (c.4)
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ix = i¿2 cos(O-ål * ioz sin(0-f) + i,t (c.s)

iy = i¿2 cos(o- î-þ + io2 sin(o -i-+) * ioz (c.6)

ior = å,t+ib+ic) (c.7)

From (C5) and (C.6)

1io - ir) = úiorcos 0 + rÆ ioz sin 0 (c.8)

L.quating (C.1) and (C3) using (C.4) to (C.7)

v¿r = pùm¿ + p(Lr + LrJ i¿r * p lß L^rio,

+ o¡ ùrc + o (L1 * LrJ iq1 * u5 L^2 iq2 * r" i¿r (c.e)

vq1 = Pûmq + P(Lr * L'J iqr * PúL^2inz

- o ùm¿ -, (Lr + Lrr) i¿r -, v5 L^ziaz+ r" ior (c.10)

vot = raiol+p(Lr-2Lml )iol (c.11)

(2) : d-q-o axis equations for winding set 2 :

v¿z = püm¿ + p(Lr * Lrr) i¿z * p v5 Lr, iot

+ o ùrs + to (L1 * LrJ iq2 * úL^riq1 * r^í¿z (c.12)

vq2 = Pùrq + p(Lr * Lrr) iqz * p v5 Lr2 ior

- r¡¡ ùmd - o¡ (Lr + LrJ i¿z - a ú Lrz i¿r + r" ioz (c.13)

Yo2 = raioz + p( Lr - 2Lú)ioz (c.14)
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The eqations from (C.9) to (C.la) can be simplified as :

var = p û¿r * o¡ tqr * r" i61

vq1 = P Ùqr - r,l Ù¿r * r" i61

vot = (pl-o*r")io1

vdz = pù¿z*toûsz*r"i¿2

vq2 = P Ùq2 - o¡ Û¿z * r" i62

vo2 = (pl-o*r")io2

Where :

ù¿r = ù.¿*L"i¿r*Ln(idl +id2)

ùqr = ù.n *L"iqt *Ln(io1 +iqz)

ù¿z : ûmo * Lri¿z *Ln(idl +id2)

ùqz = ù.0 * L^iqz * Ln ( io1 + iqz )

ûmd = L.¿(i¿r*i¿z*if +ikd)

ûrn = Lrc ( iqt * io2 + irq )

Ln = úL^,

La = L1*Lr1-Ln

Lo = Lt-ZLñl

(c.1s)

(c.16)

(c.17)

(c.18)

(c.le)

(c.20)

(c.21)

(c.22)

(c.23)

(c.24)

(c,2s)

(c.26)

(c.27\

(c.28)

(c.2e)
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(b) simplified equations for deriving equivalent circuits :

Direct øxis equatíons :

ù¿r = ( Lm¿ + La + Lrz) i¿r + ( Lm¿ +L:r-)íd|

* Lr¿ ir¿ * Lr¿ ir

údz == ( Lm¿ ILy.) iar + ( L'¿ + La + Ln)í¿z

* Lr¿ ir¿ * Lr¿ ir

v¡ = Lm¿ p iar * Lr¿ i¿zi¿z * (Lr¿ * Lrr ) p ir¿

+ [ rr * ( Lm¿ + Lk + Lrr ) p ] ir

0 Lm¿ p i¿r * Lm¿ p i¿z * ( Lo,¿ * Lrr ) P ir

(c30)

(c.31)

(c.32)

*[ rr¿ + (Lr¿ * Lr¿ * Lrr) P ] ir¿ (c.33)

Quødrature axis equations :

ùqr = ( L'c + La + L12) iqr + ( L'q *Ln) iq2 + L's irq (c.34)

ùqz = (Lrq *Ln)iq1 +(Lrq+La+Lp)iez*L'qirc (c.3s)

0 Lrc p iq1 t Lrq p iq2 * ( L.q * Lrs ) P irc (c.36)
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APPENDIX IV

(A) : GENERATOR PARAMETERS AT 60 Hz OPERATION

Ratings: 120 MVA, 13.8 kV, 0.927 pf , three phase

synchronous generator.

(a) Reactances: Resistances:

xa = 0.170 P.u

xmd = 0.95 p.u

xrr : 0.002 p.u

x¡ : 0.152 p.u

xr¿ = 0.122 P.u

xrq = 0.472 p.u

xtq = 0'0835 P'u

xi = 024 P.u

xo = 023 p.u

ra = 0.0037 p.u

r¡ = 0.00035 p.u

rr¿ = 0.0035 p.u

Itq = 0'0035 P'u

The field current required for 1.0 p.u

open circuit voltage, I¡o = * = 151 p.u

Rated full load field current, I¡ : 259 p.u
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(B) : Calculation of generator field current

under steady state normal operation :

Under steady state condition, ir¿ = Iro : 0

The voltage equations can be written as :

V6 = Vo cos tot

Vq : Iocos(ort+$)

But,

v8 Vo cos rrlt

Ia = Iocos(rot+$)

Therefore :

Vd = Vo cos 0o

Vq : Vo sin 0o

Id = Iocos(0o-ö)

Iq = Iosin(0"-0)

By substituting (D5) to (D.8) into (D.1) and (D.2)

(D.1)

(D.2)

(D3)

(D.4)

(D.s)

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.e)0o = tan-l

From (D2)

I V, - r"I"cosô + (xmd *x")I"sin $ ItJ

-Vo sin 0o * r" Io sin (0o - 0) - (xro + xJ Io cos (0" - ö)
If

xmd
(D.10)
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Initial conditions :

vo = 1.414 P'u

Io : 1.414 P.u

cos $ = 0.927,

0 = 22.00 or 1580

0 = 1580 ( Motor convention is used )

0o = - 64550

Where 0o is the initial angle of phase a with d-axis.

Iro = 259 P'u

Er¿ = lilL P'u

Static Exciter data :

TA = 1'43 s

TB = 7'04 s

K:289
TE = 0'012 s

Ero = 5.0 p.u

Erio = -35 P.u
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APPENDIX V

5.6.2: Small signal analysis of a three phase generator connected

to a l}-pulse diode bridge rectifier

The schematic diagram of a generator connected to a l2-pulse diode

bridge rectifier through converter transformers is shown in Fig. (5.9). The

no load dc voltage on the inverter side is assumed to be constant. The

current in the dc link is kept constant by the current controller on the

inverter.

5.6.2.L Generator equations :

Assumptions

(1) Armature windings of the generator aÍe sinusoidally distributed

around the periphery of the armature.

(2) Saturation in the machine is neglected.

(3) One damper winding in each axis is considered.

Since the purpose of this study is to find the dc voltage regulation,0-5

Hz frequency range of operation is considered. This range is more than

sufficient to study the regulation problems considering the relatively large

time constants which governs the dynamic behaviour of the alternatorl?Tl.

Under this condition transformer voltages in the machine can be neglected

relative to rotational voltages. It is also assumed in this analysis that the

converters are continuously controlled under these frequencies. The
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Fig.5.9 : Schematic diagram of a generator connected to a

l2-pulse diode bridge rectifier.
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Fig.5.10 : Steady state phasor diagram of the generator with
l2-pulse rectifier load.
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generalized Park's equations are used for evaluating the machine perfor-

mance. The steady state phasor diagram of the generator connected to the

rectifier load is shown in Fig. (5.10). For a given field voltage, the steady

state of the machine is completely characterized by the vector $ which isv
stated being equal to 1271.

P ejo (s.6.1)

Where :

E
v

E = Electromotive force

V = Terminal voltage of the generator per phase

The normalized incremental Park's equations in terms of operational

impedances can be written as [28] :

AVo = H(p) AI¿ + AN (5.6.2)

o:'*,

avq = frPsL) Fþ) ar¿ * ;:k Gþ) ae¡ + aN (s.63)

The incremental values are normalized with respect to the steady state

values. Subscripts d and q apply to direct and quadrature axes components;

E¡ and N are generatof field voltage and speed respectively and p is the

Laplace operator. The expression for operational impedances H(p), F(p)

and G(p) are given by :

H(p)=ffi (s.6.4)
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(s.65)

(s.6.6)

Internsl commutation voltage :

When the generator is connected to the bridge rectifier, it is subjected

to periodic two phase short circuit at the terminals due to commutation

phenomena. The voltage which remains constant during commutation

period is the voltage behind the subtransient reactance under the reason-

able assumption that constant flux linkage theorem is applicable to the syn-

chronous machine. This voltage is called commutation voltage where the

ideal no load voltage is proportional to it. It is therefore necessary to cal-

culate the components of this voltage as a function of current components

I¿ and Io.

Assuming Íd = xo" from Fig. (5.10)

IJ¿ = Vd - jx¿' Ic (s.6.7)

Uq = Vo * jx¿" I¿ (s.6.8)

Where, U is the voltage behind the subtransient reactance per phase.

By defining å = p eie' , then the normalized incremental equations for

AU¿ and AUo can be written by differentiating (5.6.7) and (5.6.8) and using

(s.6.4) to (s.6.6)

p'sin 0

p sin 0'
AUa=[1-(t-s(p) larq +aN (s.6.e)



( p'cos e-p )
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_ p'cos 0

p cos 0'
AUq:[1+ F(p) I AI¿

pcos0

+-+ G(p) Ae¡ + AN
cos 0

(s.6.10)

If the inertia of the rotating mass is large, the speed variations around the

operating point can be neglected. The signal flow graph of the alternator

with AN = 0 is shown in Fig. (5.11).

By using Mason's gain formula, the overall gain between the input Ae¡

and the output AU is given by [29]

t
G Ec.¡tA L

Where

Gk = Path gain of kth forward path

A = Determinant of graph

= I - ( Sum of all different loop gains)

+ ( Sum of gain products of all possible

combinations of two non touching loops)

- ( Sum of gain products of all possible

combinations of three non touching loops)

= t _I L" +I LoLc _ > L¿L"L¡ *
a b,c drerî-

+

Where :
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X I-" = Sum of all different loop gains'
a

I Lo L. = Sum of gain products of all possible
b,c

combinations of two non touching loops.

drerf

combinations of three non touching loops.

Ak = Co-factor of the k th forward path determinant of the

graph with loops touching the k th forward path removed'

From the signal flow graph shown in Fig. (5.11)

A=1-hshzhB+h3hsho

Ar=1+h3h5hó

Ãz= |

Gr=hrhz

Gz=hrhrh4h5hó

G

Where:

h1[h2+h3h5hó(hz+hq)J
1-h¡(hzhe-hsho)

hr = -4 G(p)
cos u

hz = cos2 0'

hs=sin0 cos0

h¿ = sin2 0'
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h5 : tan ( 0'+0 )

ho : 1 - [ l+H(p) |
p'sín 0

p sin 0'

hz:-cot(e'+Ö)

hs:1**ïPr,o, _ p cosO

p cos 0'

Therefore

AU

C = 1U = Transfer function between AU and Ae¡
aer

;*, orol cos2 0' * sin 0'cos 0'tan ( e'+0 ) .

I - ( l-H(p) p'sin L . I sinz o' + cosz o']psin0

aer

r+dl$r(p)
pcos0

1*sin0 cos0 cot (0'+$) _ p cosO

p cos 0'

* tan ( 0'+0 ) (1-(t-u(p)) p'sin 0

p sin 0'
(s.6.11)

If the influence of subtransient behaviour which occurs only at frequencies

of more than or around 5 Hz is neglected, then equations (5.6.4) to (5.6.6)

are simplified by letting

Td =Tg =Tdo"=TOo"=0

tll

Therefore the simplified equations can be written as :



l+Td PF(p)= +
1+Tdo

G(p) = 
1*Tr¿,,P

1+Tdo p

4!l = 
Kr G(P)

aer 1+kó[ks ( 1+k2F(p)-k¡) +K¿]

The simplified transfer function can be written as :
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s(p) = I

Kl = p'I cos0' * sin 0'] tan ( 0' +Ö l

K2: p(cos0-Pì
p cos 0"

K3 _ p cosO

p cos 0'"

K4=tan(0"+0)

K5=cot(0'"+0)

Ik=sine coso

It can be further simplified as :

au Kr G(P)

(s.6.12)

Where :

Where:

Aer Kz * Ke F(p)

Kz = I - Ks IÇ Ks + K4 K6 + K6 K5
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Ks=KsIkKz

Further simplification of the above transfer function yields to :

AU
aer

Ks G(P)

( Kro + F(p) )

Where :

Where :

The final form of the transfer function is :

Kr K7
Xn: çi and Xto = Ë

AU
aer

( l+rto p )K' 
T1+r; pt

KoK,=ffi
( Klo Tdo" + Td')

( 1+Klo)

To take the subtransient effect into account for considering the system

behaviour at 5 Hz or above, the time constant T¿o" should be added to the

above transfer function since ( l+Tdo" s ) term is contained in G(p) which

occurs as a multiplier term in the transfer function. This term will intro-

duce marginal phase shift at 5 H;z.

The transfer function taking subtransient effect of the machine into

account is given by :

a

dT

(s.6.13)

AU
aer

( l+Tkd p )
^'(r*Tao"p)(l+rip) (s.6.14)
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If the current in the dc link is kept constant by means of current regu-

lator at the inverter, then the variation in dc current is assumed to be zero.

In this case the incremental dc voltage, AVa. is given by :

av¿": f tfrlor.t (s.6.rs)

(s.6.16)

Where:

he
3\Æ U
rt Va.

The transfer function between field voltage and dc voltage is given by

AV¿.

aer

K ( 1+r.o p )

(1+rå;p)(l+rJp)

Where :

K K" .Ks

Tt¿ = Direct-axis damper leakage time constant

Tål = Direct-axis subtransient short circuit time constant

The parameters of the transfer function are calculated in Appendix V for

the system with a 120 MVA generator connected to a l2-pulse diode bridge

rectifier for unit connection scheme as shown in Fig. (5.9).

5.6.2.2 DC voltage regulation :

In order to control the dc voltage by means of generator field excita-

tion, the measured dc voltage is compared with the reference value and the

error signal is amplified and fed to the exciter as shown in Fig. (5.12). The
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h' hz h1

h hq

Fig.5.11 : signal flow graph of the alternator with rectifier load

Amplifier Exciter Generator

I

Àer AVocAV.r

AU

h3

-h3

òø¡

AÍ1J

(1+sT¡)
KA

(1+sTE)

KE K (l+sTrd)

(1+6Tå0) (t+sr)

(l +nTE)

Kñ

Fig.5.12 : Block diagram of dc voltage control without compensator
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Fig.5.13 : Root locus of the system without compensator'
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Fig. 5.14 : System response for the step input without compensator
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characteristic equation of the transfer function of Fig. (5.12) is given by :

1 + G(s) H(s) = K (1+0.095s) + (1+sTJ (1+0.012s) (1+0.195s) (1+6.12s¡ = g

The root locus of the of the open loop transfer function G(s) H(s) is shown

in Fig. (5.13) for T¡ = 0.1 s. It can be seen from the root locus that the

dominant poles at s = -0.162 and at s = -10 tend to move the locus towards

jor axis and crosses the imaginary axis for a gain, K equals to 246. But, in

order to achieve proper response of the system, the gain should not exceed

78 as seen from the step fesponse shown in Fig.(5.14). The dominant roots

are located at -8.74 + j 23.7 for the above value of gain. The settling time,

t' for + ZVo tolerance band of the final value can be measured in terms of

the time constant, T. ;

ts = 4Tl.e

Where :

T
1

( ,oo

( oo = s = Real part pf the dominant root at a given damping (

From the Fig. (5.14), the damping factor ( is found to be

E - coso¿ =|} =0.37

The undamped natural frequency, @n = 253 radians/s.

The damped natural frequencY, od = 23iI radians/s"

The settling time, t, = 046 s.

The maximum over shoot, Mp = ZlVo
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The rise time, t, is given bY :

The system performance is satisfactory for the gain of. 78, beyond which

the system response overshoots with oscillations as shown in Fig. (5.15).

In order to increase the system gain to a reasonable value, say 100, the

dominant poles near the imaginary axis in s-plane have to be moved away

from it to the left of s-plane. This is achieved by means of a lead compen-

sator. The transfer function of the compensator is given by

tr

Gc

¡¡ -8,: = -J = 0.12S.
rû¿

(l+sTr)
(l+sTB)

The controller block diagram with compensator is shown in Fig. (5.15).

The time constants T¡ and Tg are selected such that the root locus moves

away from jro axis towards left side of the s-plane. The zero is selected

nearer to the dominant pole and the pole is selected five times away from

the zero such that its effect is non-dominant at high frequency range. For

TA = 0.05 s and T¡ : 0.01 s, the zero and the pole of the compensator are

located at s = -20 and s = -100. The root locus of the system with the com-

pensator is shown in Fig. (5.17). The system has optimum response with the

above compensator in feed forward path as shown in Fig. (5.18). It has

been tried for other pole zero combination of the compensator, but the sys-

tem response did not ímprove for higher values of gain.

Pa¡ameters of the system with gain of 93 is calculated from the root

locus shown in Fig. (5.17) and from the step response shown in Fig. (5.18)

are given below :
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Fig. 5.15 : System respcnce without comPensation at hi3her gain.
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Fig. 5.16 : Block diagram of the controller with compensator
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Fig.5.17 : Root locus of the system with compensator
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Fig.5.18 : System response for step input rvith compensator.



Location of dominant Poles

Damped natural frequency, or¿

Un damped natural frequencY, too

Damping factor, 6 = !'I. = 038
o)n
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= -17i È j 43.0

= 43.0 radians/s.

= 465 radians/s.

Settling time, t,

Rise time, t, = r-F¿

Maximum over shoot, Mp

= 0.23 s"

= 0.06 s.

= l0.9Vo

It can be observed that by selecting Te = 0.05 s and TB = 0.01 s, of the

compensator the response of the system has been improved at reasonably

large values of the system gain as compared to the uncompensated system.

In conclusion, the dc voltage can be regulated with generator field

excitation by properly selecting the regulator time constants for optimum

response at reasonable system gain"

5.6.3 : Calculation of parameters of diode bridge rectifier scheme

DC System ratings : 500 MW, 500kV, 1000 A per pole

Number of generators per pole = J

Length of dc line = 556 miles

DC line resistance/ mile = 0.025 O

Total resistance of the dc line, r = 13.9 O

DC voltage per pole at the inverter = 500 kV

DC voltage per pole at the rectifier = 500 * I¿, r

= 500 + 1.0 (13.9) = 513.9 kV
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DC voltage per l2-pulse rectifier bridge = 103 kV

Transformer leakage reactance, X, = 0.13 p.u

Generator subtransient reactance, xd = 0232 p.a

Commutation reactance, X"z= + . Xt = 0.24ó p.u

( for p= 30o )

For l2-pulse operation the overlap angle, p should not exceede 30o. If the

overlap angle exceeds 30o, then the effective commutation reactance is

given by [3] :

xc

Where :

[ (p-30) Xcr + (ó0-]¡) xc2 l
30

Xct = x¿ *Xt

(E.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

Therefore

Xct = 03ó2 P.u

Xcz = 0.246 P.u

The overlap angle can be calculated by :

Xc = cosa-cos(o+p) (E.4)

With X" = Xcz = 0.26 p.u, assuming l, < 30o the actual value of the over-

lap angle calculated from (E.4) is 41o Since the overlap angle exceeded 30o,

the effective commutation reactance is calculated using Eqn. (E.1) as given

below :

xcz = ï **,
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4t- 0362 + -41 o246 = 0.284 p.u
ï)

With the above commutation reactance, the commutation line voltage E, is

calculated by using :

xc

(E.s)

The commutation voltage, E. = 44.6 kV. Therefore the commutation vol-

tage per phase, U = 25.75 kV.

vd.= & n"tt-*)

The secondary current of the transformer, ," = t Id. = 816.5 A

The no load ideal voltage, Vo = Ec

The MVA rating of each transform"r = I Vo I¿, = 63 MVA

Since two two-$'inding transformers are connected to the generator, the

rating of the generator should be 2X63 = 126 MVA.

The generator phase voltage, Vp = 7.97 k V

(i) : Derivatíon of transfer function parameters :

Referring to the phasor diagram of the generator with rectifier load as

shown in Fig. (10), the angles can be calculated as follows :

cos cr * cos t¡,
a,
L

I tcos4l
2

6\ñ,
It

cos $

= 0.877
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Therefore, Ô = 28.70

Generator phase current, I = 5.21 kA

Generator base current, 16"* = 527 kA

Generator base voltag€, Vb"r" = 7.97 kY

Base impedance, Zbu" = 151 O

With, X, = 0.289 p.u = 0.43ó O

tanP =
u0-IXc

Ucos$

U sin(28.7) - 527 (0.436)

U cos(28.7)

From the above realtion the generator phase voltage is given by :

(8.6)

(E.7)vP Ucos0
cos p

=7.97

From (E.6) and (E.7), p can be solved by trail and error method by initially

guessing the value of U.

P=14o

U=8.8kV
c: = Ö-B=l4llo

tan 0
IxocosP

Vo*IXosinp

With Xq = 0.&2 p.u = 0.69 O

tanO = 0578, therefore, g = 30o

g = 0-a :30-14.7 = 1530
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0¡ = 9c-(0+p) = 460

0u = a +p = t43 +74.0 = 28.70

(ii) : Calculatíon of E :

I¿, = I cos $¡ = 3.6ó kA

E = Vocos0*16r*x6

Witti x¿ = 1.106 p.u : 1.67 {l the value of E = 13.0 kV.

(iii) : Cølculøtion of constants :

tE,=o=#=1.633vp "J

E
U

13.0
p '= 1.477

8.8

K1 = p'I cos 0' * sin 0'tan (0'+0) ] = 1.8

K2
o cos0-o = - 0.224

pcos0

Kr = P cosO- = 0.812- pcos0

K4 = tan(0'+0) = 0.96ó

K5: cot(0'+0) = 1.035

& = sinO cosO = 0.2545

K7 : 1 - ksIÇKr +K¿IÇ + K6K5 = 0.277

Ks = K5 K6 K2 = - 0.059
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K, = -305

K = - 3.47

Kv
( l+Klo )

= 1235

r;= Kro Tdo' + Td

1+Klo

With T¿o'= 4.1s and T¿'= I.lZ3 s, T; = 6.17 s

Tr¿ = 0.095 s

K1

K8

K7

K8
10

Iq

= 4.94

The transfer function time constants are given berow :

Tr¿ = Dnmper leakage time constant = 0.0925 s

T¿o = 0.0195 s

T; : 6.17 s

TE = Exciter time constant = 0.012 s

Tm = Measurement time constant = 0.015 s

K="T*




